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Abstract
In contemporary literature inconsistencies appear when different willingness to pay (WTP) research methods
are compared. Thus consequences of choices being made in the design phase of a research on the WTP
remain unknown. This research paper will be devoted on finding intra-method differences, in order to be able
to explain some of the inter-method differences, and by doing so this will yield additional knowledge about
the influence of the research design on the WTP outcome.
To be able to accomplish this goal, the following research question is developed: How can the intra-method
differences in the research design be of influence on the outcome of WTP level? In a literature study design
specifications for commonly used research designs are explored. Based on these specifications the
empirical phase was designed: in contingent valuation (CV) and the pricemeter as direct measurements and
in choice based conjoint (CBC) as an indirect measurement the research instructions and the budget to be
used for the research task were manipulated.
By this manipulation it was possible to test whether differences in the research design have an influence on
the WTP outcome. In this research we did not find evidence that intra-method differences can influence the
WTP outcome. Structural manipulations of instructions and budget did not lead to different WTP outcomes.
Further research with manipulations of other research design specifications is necessary to investigate if
other specifications also have no influence. Only a main effect for method is found. The mean WTP from CV
conditions was € 1.87 and the mean for CBC conditions € 2.86. Also no significant interaction effects
between instruction, budget and method were found. There was not found any reference effect from the first
price prompted at the closed question in CV conditions. This implies that the different instructions and a
hypothetical budget have not caused differences in outcomes, and in this research no intra-method
differences are found.
Based on this research it seems advisable to keep the instruction as neutral as possible when doing WTP
research. A research design without a (hypothetical) budget is feasible for proper WTP measurement. The
CBC conditions gather realistic results, compared to the market prices, but the research task and analysis
are more extensive. The pricemeter is an informative instrument that is flexible in terms of the research task
and with a realistic price range as result.
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Preface
Dear reader,
Here before you is the result of a research on research methods for willingness to pay, which is conducted in
conclusion of my master thesis, for the Research Master Variant Management, Economics and Consumer
Studies at the Wageningen University. This thesis enabled me to further develop skills in doing extensive
literature study as well as structured reporting the results. The literature study iteratively shaped the topic of
research, becoming increasingly precise in the definition of the empirical research.
After the literature research the empirical phase was designed, and in this respect research institute
Foodstep is connected to the research. Foodstep facilitated the entire empirical design, from programming
the survey to distribution and data collection, for which I am very grateful to them. In particular, a special
word of appreciation is for Jan Teunissen, who coordinated the research at the side of Foodstep. Jan,
without you this design of research would not have been possible.
During the total process, which was a little bit stretched in time, the support and feedback of dr. Ivo van der
Lans was indispensable. From Ivo, I really learned a lot on how to develop, conduct and analyze valuable
research, and increased my reporting skills stepwise. Ivo, thanks for your advice, patience and
conversations. The comments of second reviewer drs. Ynte van Dam ensured the process was kept dynamic
and keen.
I hope the research fascinates you as much as it did me, and that the conclusions bring some clarity in the
contemporary discussion on willingness to pay research. The theoretical framework elaborates on commonly
used research designs and provides, in my humble opinion, a reasonably complete overview of the available
research methods. If you are only interested in the outcomes of the research, the newly gathered knowledge,
you could limit your readings to chapters Four (Results) and Five (Conclusion). The recommendations could
be used to improve design in future research and the outcomes may give insight in the advantages of the
different methods tested.
I also hope you will enjoy reading this thesis, you already managed to reach this point, for that I want to
thank you
Jorick Meeuwisz
Utrecht, January 2014
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1. Introduction
“A cynic is someone who knows the price of everything and the value of nothing”
Oscar Wilde
Price can be an important attribute in the buying process (Zeithaml, 1988), as it may define competition (Lee
& Staelin, 1997), may limit buying possibilities by budget constraints (Frank, 2007) and, or, may influence
perceived quality (Zeithaml, 1988; Teas & Agarwal, 2000). In general consumers tend to buy products when
they expect to gain value, or utility, by using them. To be able to buy a product a certain price needs to be
paid. In the consumer decision-making process price can be seen as one of the product attributes.
A consumer might consider buying a product when the price is equal or lower than the willingness to pay
(WTP) for that product. In this respect WTP means the maximum amount a consumer is willing to pay for a
certain product (Sichtmann et al., 2011). WTP is thus not about any so-called optimal price levels, either for
consumers of sellers. In addition WTP is an over time and place unstable consumer characteristic
(Matsubara, 2001) indicating the upper limit of an acceptable price range in some sort of distribution.
It is important to consider that WTP is not equal to price. When we assume that markets are continuous
dynamic and equilibria are not stable (Hunt & Morgan, 1995), this also means that prices and quantities in
the markets are dynamic and unstable. Price is a market outcome and is influenced by competitors. In the,
dynamic, real life markets the market price thus may deviate from the average WTP level of consumers
(Church & Ware, 2000). The relation between WTP and market price therefore will ambiguous: price may be
higher or lower from individual WTP levels. WTP is thus a dynamic concept.
The market price is however not completely irrelevant for measuring WTP levels, because pre-knowledge of
market prices of a product (category) may generate a bias in consumers WTP measurement. Besides this
bias, several other external biases can be present, as well as internal biases - thus influences by the
research design itself.
For marketing purposes WTP can be an interesting concept, as a WTP distribution may supply information
for the determination of the price for a product. Getting to know the aggregated WTP level may give the
supplier a competitive advantage: there may be a price range, for example between the break-even point
and the WTP level, where the supplier may find it interesting to supply the product. Knowing that range can
be the roadmap to use price as marketing instrument. When we assume the market is not in equilibrium, but
1

supply and demand are shifting continuously , knowing the price range to operate may be valuable for
positioning the product.

1

Which is in contrast with (parts of) economic theory, but is assumable indeed, since Hunt & Morgan (1995) publicized and defended
their statement of comparative advantage theory in The Journal of Marketing (volume 59 was devoted entirely to their theory).
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Several methods are available to be used to research WTP. In Table 1.1 the most commonly used are
presented: (incentive-aligned) contingent valuation (ICV/CV), the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak procedure
(BDM), (incentive-aligned) choice based conjoint (ICBC/CBC) and (incentive-aligned) experimental auction
(IEA/EA). In essence these methods can be divided in four categories, distinguished by being alignedversus non-aligned, instruments and direct- versus indirect instruments (Miller et al., 2011). In literature
incentive-aligned and actual are used as labels for the same phenomenon and so are hypothetical and nonaligned. Those four categories provide an useful framework for understanding the mutual positions of
different methods and instruments. The distinction between aligned and non-aligned is expressed mainly by
the relative presence of a buying incentive, mostly a buying obligation related to the expressed WTP. The
incentive attaches a consequence to the behavior of respondents in the research task. The alignment is
aimed to guide the behavior of respondents by the consequence such that the permissiveness of the
response is constrained. In non-aligned designs those consequences are absent. Direct and indirect
methods differ in the way WTP levels are elicited from the respondent. The direct designs ask about the
WTP level right away, while indirect designs are more holistic and treat price like one of the product
attributes. Respondents are asked to makes choices from among different products and the WTP is derived
from those choices.
Table 1.1 : Overview of research designs
Direct

Indirect

Incentive-aligned

ICV, BDM, IEA

ICBC

Non-aligned

CV, EA

CBC

Categorization based on Miller et al., 2011

Some methods have more complex research tasks for respondents, or more complex design procedures,
such as for example BDM and (I)EA designed methods. When using such designs, hence a proper
introduction and explanation of the task and research design is often given (Grunert et al., 2009; Xue et al.,
2010; Miller et al., 2011). Those instructions are for example stressing the importance of the mentioned WTP
level because of the buying obligation, and that the respondents really have to pay the WTP level resulting
from the measurement. Such explicit instructions, can bias the WTP of respondents downwards when
completing their research tasks.
In contemporary research no general consensus is present about the reliability and validity of the different
research methods, neither is clarity about which instrument should fit what kind of situation. That being said
there are authors concluding that incentive-aligned designs will gain higher validity in WTP measurements
(Ding, 2007; Grunert et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2011). Incentive-aligned designs tend to lead
to “higher price sensitivity, less risk seeking [behavior], [less] willingness to try new things and are less prone
to socially desirable behaviors” (Ding et al., 2005: 76) compared to non-aligned designs. Researches draw
such conclusions often based on comparisons of different research methods, to be called inter-method
differences, for example a comparison between incentive-aligned CBC and non-aligned CBC is the base for
the conclusion drawn by Ding et al. (2005 : 76) on the validity of incentive-aligned designs. However there
are inconsistencies in the outcomes of such comparisons, across different research papers. For example
12

Miller et al. (2011) found that incentive-aligned measurements result in higher WTP outcome levels
compared to non-aligned conditions, while Grunert et al. (2009) found higher WTP outcome levels in their
non-aligned conditions. Comparing different outcomes across researches results in an ambiguous image on
the various available research methods, with inconsistency in size and direction in differences between the
outcomes of different methods. The lack of consensus about a clear research method, suitable to measure
WTP in an accurate and stable way, indicates the complexity of the research field.
1.1 Problem statement
The focus in present WTP research papers is often on finding a ‘best’, or even optimal, research method.
When doing so, outcomes of several instruments are compared, sometimes with a benchmark, in order to
draw conclusions on validity of the research methods (for example: Horowitz & McConnell, 2002; Ding et al.,
2005; Sichtmann et al., 2006; Ding, 2007; Grunert et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2011;
Sichtmann et al., 2011; Dost & Wilken, 2012; Hofstetter et al., 2013). Those researches are often of
sophisticated designs, and contain state of the art research methods. However comparisons of WTP
outcomes contain inconsistencies, in different publications: there are differences in mean WTP, but those
differences varying in both size and direction. For example, when in research papers one method A has a
higher mean outcome compared to method B, this might be the other way around in research paper two.
Comparisons between research designs therefore seem unstable, possibly caused by an unknown number
of influencing variables.
Measurements of WTP can be complicated when consumers are not familiar with the product for which the
WTP is supposed to be measured, and thus are not able to reveal their true preferences, and thus true
2

WTP. This holds especially for new products, for example in blue oceans , when functionality and gained
utility can be unclear. Also the measurement can be thwarted by the dynamic nature of consumers’ WTP, in
terms of time and/or place and as such measuring WTP is like shooting on a moving target.
It is plausible that choices made regarding the research design, which are not inherently part of the
measurement instrument, are of influence on the outcome of the measurement, for example due to
incentive-alignment or extensive instructions to the respondents, but for now it remains vague how this might
work. So when it is already unclear how choices within the design of a research work their way through to
the final outcome, it seems impracticable to find explanations for differences between methods. It is possible
that a part of the inter-method differences can be explained by differences in choices made in the design of
various research conditions, but still within one kind of research method. The latter could be called intramethod differences, as minor design variations within the same research method. These intra-method
differences possibly already cause differences in outcomes, but this was till now not topic of research. This
shift in research paradigm, to be more focused on finding intra-method differences, might provide clarity of
the operation of research methods and the relation to WTP outcome.

2

A blue ocean is a new product in a market segment that was not considered before, so there is less competition and the market
opportunities are higher (Chan Kim & Mauborgne, 2004).
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1.2 Goal
This research paper will be devoted on finding intra-method differences, in order to be able to explain
conflicts in outcomes between studies that only focus on inter-method differences. This will yield additional
knowledge about the influence of the research design on the WTP outcome.
1.3 Research Questions
General research question
How can intra-method differences in the research design be of influence on measured WTP?
An answer to this question can give clarity on the current lack of explanation of inconsistent differences
between outcomes of different researches. When knowledge is gained about the influence of the design on
the WTP outcome, this might explain (parts of) inter-method differences, when from this research it appears
that intra-method specification differences have no influence, inter-method differences should come from
other - external - causes.
Specific research question 1
What kinds of research designs are used in contemporary WTP research?
When being descriptive about the kind of designs used in the last couple of years, insight will be gained on
how the contemporary knowledge is built and which omissions are present. Also, this should guide intramethod comparisons in later parts of the research.
Specific research question 2
What kind of aspects of these designs can be distinguished?
When different kinds of methods are mapped, it is useful to know for interpretation of both inter- and intramethod differences, what kind of influencing effects are present, and what causes possible biases on the
WTP outcome.
Specific research question 3
Can intra-method variations in the research design cause differences in the WTP outcome?
Based on comparisons of different manipulated research conditions it should be possible to test whether
intra-method differences occur in WTP measurements.

14

1.4 Relevance
This research is aimed to gather fundamental knowledge on WTP research methods, and by bringing some
perspective to contemporary literature that is often focused on finding inter-method differences (often in
order to find a ‘best’ research method), while knowledge about the impact of choices in the research design
on the WTP outcome level is lacking. By analyzing research design specifications and their possible
influence on the WTP outcome, here labeled as intra-method differences, knowledge on the influence of the
research design on the outcome is increased. Some of those intra-method differences might explain (parts
of) inter-method differences. This is scientific relevant for more robust comparisons or analysis of research
methods and the evaluation of WTP outcomes. When more clarity is provided of the influence of choices in
the research design on the WTP, future analysis can become more robust and research methods might
evolve. The research’ practical relevance is in terms of finding proper specifications of research designs, to
be used for price research. Price research can be important in marketing research and/or marketing
strategies.
First a literature study was developed to provide insight in contemporary knowledge. This knowledge should
provide insight in available research methods, inter-method differences and specifications of research
designs. Those specifications subsequently will be used to design comparative conditions in order to be able
to find possible intra-method differences. Also, interaction effects on different design manipulations of
different research methods should be tested, because the influence of some manipulations could be larger in
a certain research design - after Table 1.1 -, compared to the influence of that manipulation in an other
design category. Then, based on this, the research design will be described. This will be followed a
presentation of results and subsequently conclusions. A reflection on the process and a discussion of the
results will be presented last.

15
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2. Theoretical framework
This framework is built to explore the field of WTP research methods for the consumer market. Based on the
knowledge generated in this chapter the first two specific research questions should be answered, in the
conclusion of this part. To be able to do so in Section 2.1 first the research methods available will be
described, followed by problems with the instruments or their outcomes in Section 2.2, and which type of
effects play a role in those problems is presented in a model, in Section 2.3. Hypotheses will be developed
based on the research design specifications budget and instructions and their effects on the WTP outcome
will be tested on a direct (CV) and indirect (CBC) design.
Before discussing the possibilities with problems with (outcomes of) WTP research method, first the research
methods themselves will be described, to provide clarity on what is meant with the different research
designs. This will also be useful for interpretation of the to be discussed problems with the measurements.
2.1 Research methods
The instruments discussed here are four major designs (contingent valuation, experimental auction, choice
based conjoint, Becker-DeGroot-Marschak’s mechanism) used in contemporary publications on willingness
to pay research methods (Ding et al., 2005; Sichtmann et al., 2006; Ding, 2007; Grunert et al., 2009; Xue et
al., 2010; Sichtmann et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2011; Dost et al., 2012). The selected instruments fit well in
the categorization by Miller et al. (2011, see also Table 1.1), distinguished by directness and incentivealignment.
2.1.1 Contingent valuation
Contingent valuation (CV) is a direct measurement, and can be either non-aligned or incentive-aligned.
Research designs based on CV are popular in various kinds of fields of research, one of them is WTP for
public goods, probably because integration in a broader survey is well possible. Grunert et al. (2009) provide
a definition for contingent valuation:
“CV is a survey-based stated preference methodology that gives respondents the opportunity
to make an economic decision concerning a relevant non-market good” (Grunert et al., 2009:
608)
Basically CV designs are the most direct, as those designs are just asking for a price that the respondent is
willing to pay. Variations are known with open-ended questions (Miller et al., 2011) or closed questions (Ding
et al., 2005; Grunert et al., 2009; Dost et al., 2012). The open-ended questions ask for a price that people
are willing to pay, without providing answer categories. Closed questions do provide answer options, or a
commonly used construction is “Would you be willing to pay X?”, where X is the suggested price. The closed
question can be asked multiple times in order to find the highest price one is willing to pay. Execution of the
research can be done online as well as offline, can measure point- or range WTP estimates, and the
possibility for integration in an other survey makes this measurement relative flexible and widely applicable.
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Due to the direct nature of the design, CV as an instrument is rather transparent to respondents: the goal of
the research/questions will be quite clear. This might lead to social desirable answering patterns in some
situations, for example with controversial stimuli. Xue et al. (2010) use a stimulus or grass fed beef, and are
interested in the WTP for the improvement for grass fed beef instead of traditional beef. They are
considering the possibility of social desirably answering, as red meat might be perceived as unhealthy. This
could imply that WTP resulting from the instrument is lower than it would be in real life. For this research
method a relative large difference in actual behavior and responses to questions should be taken into
account. Incorporating incentive-alignment in the research design could challenge a part of this.
An in the Netherlands popular implementation of a CV design in the pricemeter, suggested by Westendorp
(Kooiker, 1997). The pricemeter consists of four questions, leading to a price range. The questions are
basically searching for points of cheapness and expensiveness. At which price does the respondent consider
the stimulus product to be: cheap, expensive, too cheap (such that the quality of the product becomes
dubious) and too expensive (such that the product will no longer be considered for purchase) (Kooiker,
1997). The downside of course is that four questions are necessary to be asked, which can take more time
and might cause respondent fatigues. When the purpose of these questions is properly introduced, this
effect can be limited.
Based on the four price levels, which are informative about the acceptable price range on their own, four
intersections can be derived graphically. This leads to four points: the marginal point of cheapness, the
marginal point of expensiveness, the indifference price and the optimal price. The marginal points of
cheapness and expensiveness define the acceptable price range. The optimal price level is the price with the
lowest amount of resistance; the proportions of respondents consider the product to be too cheap and too
expensive. The indifference price is the point where the same proportions of respondents consider the
product to be expensive and cheap. This is generally the ‘normal’ price (Kooiker, 1997).
Incentive-alignment
By increasing the consequences for responses to questions, a buying obligation can be included in the
design. This means that the ‘economic decision’ to be made by the respondents, from the definition of
Grunert et al. (2009), has financial consequences for the respondent. This is supposed to increase actual
behavior, and as such, the design is called incentive-aligned. The respondent has to pay the price agreed in
during the research, and can not just say any price he/she would like, without bearing the consequences for
the response. The inclusion of an incentive, and thus the increase of consequences for the response, is
expected to increase validity (Ding, 2007), mainly because respondents are discouraged to state unrealistic
WTP levels, they are not willing to pay. Assuming neoclassical economic theory, this ought to thrive the WTP
outcome down: consumers are minimizing expenses, and maximizing utility.
In some cases, such as some conditions in Ding et al. (2005) and Grunert et al. (2009), this procedure is
combined with a random price selection process at the end of the measurement, such as the BDM
procedure, which shall be discussed in the next section.
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2.1.2 Becker-DeGroot-Marschak’s mechanism
The mechanism developed by Becker, DeGroot and Marschak (1964) (BDM), is a direct method that is often
used incentive-aligned. The procedure starts with the statement of a reservation or initial price of the
respondent. That is basically a WTP, as the question often is like “How much would you be willing to pay [for
the stimulus]?”. The BDM procedure thus is relatively similar to the CV procedure. The BDM is based on a
lottery principle where a random number is drawn, that determines whether a respondent must purchase the
stimulus product - when the randomly drawn number is below or equal to a previously (by the respondent)
stated WTP/reservation price (Miller et al., 2011). The mechanism provides a direct measurement, and is
incentive-aligned by definition, because a possible buying obligations is part of the research design.
In Figure 2.1 the procedure for the BDM design is graphically reproduced from Wertenbroch and Skiera
(2002: 230), in order to visualize the procedure. In the figure the procedure starts with instructions to the
respondents about the course of the procedure. Then the respondent should state a maximum price, and
subsequently the buying price is randomly drawn. When the drawn price is equal or lower to the stated price,
the respondent is obliged to buy the stimulus product - at the randomly drawn price, otherwise the
respondent can not buy the product. Therefore it is in the respondents’ best interest to state their true
maximum price, as they will or buy the product at a lower price than their maximum, or not buy the product at
all (Ding, 2007).

Figure 2.1 Flow chart of the BDM procedure

Source: Wertenbroch & Skiera, 2002: 230

The BDM procedure is known for its reliability and validity (Ding et al., 2005; Ding, 2007; Miller et al., 2011).
The random price mechanism in the procedure distinguishes the BDM mechanism from other research
methods, and reduces the chances for strategic behavior by respondents (such as mutual competition or
winners curse in for example experimental auctions). Comparing outcomes across researches seem to lead
to relative conservative estimations of WTP levels comparing to other conditions (such as in Miller et al.,
2011), possibly because BDM procedures reduce the chance for overbidding (Wertenbroch & Skiera, 2002),
as a higher reservation price than one would be willing to pay, increases the chance for spending more
money than one would like. Underbidding, of the reservation price, by respondents will reduce the chance for
a buying possibility and is thus no dominant strategy.
BDM procedures also implemented at the end of another research method, for example in a CV condition by
Ding et al. (2005) or in the ICBC condition by Miller et al. (2011). In some cases this can increase the quality
19

of a measurement, as strengths of different designs are combined. The BDM procedure is applied after the
WTP outcome of the initial measurement is known, and that WTP outcome is used as reservation price (In
Figure 2.1 labeled as the Final Price Offer) for the BDM mechanism. If the respondent buys the product
depends on the randomly drawn number, this must be equal or lower than the WTP outcome from the
preceding procedure (Ding, 2007; Miller et al., 2011). Noteworthy variations to the BDM procedure are
described by Ding (2007) as the truth telling mechanism and by Dost and Wilken (2012) by a BDM-range.
For explanations of these procedures we refer to the articles of Ding (2007) and Dost and Wilken (2012).
2.1.3 Experimental auction
Experimental auctions (EA) are direct WTP research methods, mostly known incentive-aligned and are
known in numerous variations and formats, some well known designs as the Dutch auction, English auction
and first price auction (Campbell, 2006). Typically the Vickrey auction is used in contemporary WTP
research designs (Grunert et al., 2009). In Dutch auctions the auctioneer starts with a high price, which is
incrementally lowered until a bidder accepts a certain price - or till a predetermined minimum price is
reached. In English auctions the auctioneer starts with a minimum price, and incrementally increases the
price, which bidders can choose to accept. In first price auctions the highest bidder win, with sealed bids,
and pay his/her own bid. Vickrey auctions are a variation to first price auctions, a formal definition is provided
by Wertenbroch and Skiera (2002: 229):
“In a sealed-bid auction, the purchase price is determined solely by the other participants’
bids. The n highest bidders [...] win the good at the price of the (n+1)th highest bid.”
So when in first price auctions the bidder influences his own expenditure, in Vickrey auctions the expenditure
of the other bidders define the winner. In practice, in Vickrey auctions, often the highest bidder has to pay the
amount of the second highest bid. It will be dominant strategy of the bidders to bid exactly their WTP (Kagel,
1995 in Wertenbroch & Skiera, 2002; Campbell, 2006). The Vickrey auction is hence a sophisticated design
for WTP measurement, because the influence game elements and winner’s curses are reduced because the
winner does not determine the winning price.
EA’s are elegant research methods, but require rather intensive operational resources and might not be
usable for hypothetical stimuli. In EA’s the interaction between respondents is a significant element
(Steinhart et al., 2012). This competition, or game element, should logically lead to overestimation (Lusk &
Schroeder, 2004), and may drive the WTP up or dependent on the kind of auction, English, Dutch or first
price. Because WTP is determined by a bidding procedure, respondents might try to win the auction, and in
consequence end up with a higher WTP level compared to other research designs (Wertenbroch & Skiera,
2002). Bazerman and Samuelson (1983 in Bazerman, 2009) call such a phenomenon a winner’s curse: “the
winning bidder in auctions of highly uncertain commodities with a large number of bidders commonly pays
more than the commodity is worth” (Bazerman, 2009: 60). This is based on uncertainty of the value of the
stimulus product and inference making, such as the amount of bidders as cue for value and quality of the
stimulus. This is also in line with reasoning about bounded rationality (Thaler, 1980). Consumers, and thus
probably also respondents, make use of mental shortcuts - or heuristics - in decision making processes. As
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in an auction the product characteristics and quality may not be obvious, those heuristics may bias the
bidding process from rational behavior.
Incentive-alignment
Without a buying obligation auctions are likely to be exposed to methodological hazards. Hazards as
overbidding, game elements and mutual competition may lead to artificial higher WTP levels, uncorrelated to
actual preferences.
The behavior of respondents may anyhow depend on the consequences resulting from the bidding, whether
a buying obligation is present or not will have a conservative effect on above described phenomena. When
the respondent is obliged to complete a transaction with real money after the experiment, should limit the
influence of competition elements and overbidding. In such designs however the budget is supplied (or made
available) to the respondent before the start of the experiment, and this ‘bonus-money’ is to be spent easier
than personal budget constraints (Bazerman, 2009) so incentive-alignment will not completely neutralize
those phenomena.
2.1.4 Choice based conjoint
Choice based conjoint (CBC) designs are basically indirect research methods based on conjoint analysis
(Ding, 2007) that can be used both incentive-aligned and non-aligned. In WTP research CBC is used with
price as an attribute of the stimulus product. In other applications CBC is used to infer a preferred attribute
composition - or winning profile, after which another procedure (such as CV or BDM) is incorporated to
investigate WTP level. CBC designs are indirect research methods, when price is part of the attribute
composition. When price is not part of the attribute composition, the CV or BDM procedure effectively
determines WTP, which are direct measurements. If price is part of the attribute composition the range of
price variations is a considerable element in the design. CBC designs have a relative intensive decision task,
because respondents have to evaluate several characteristics, product specifications and/or (product)
features. Most important specifications of CBC designs are the number of profiles and the number of
specifications within the profile that are proposed to the respondent. Typically a respondent should select a
product (profile) from a choice set of most of the times three to five profiles. A no choice option can be
included to the choice set. Several kinds of choice sets (up to 27, in Ding et al. (2005)) are presented to
respondents, with each of the times variations in the attributes of the profiles, of which price is part as well.
The holistic approach of the stimulus product and the indirectness of the measurement are attractive
characteristics of CBC designs. In direct approaches, respondents might choose for just the cheapest option
available (Iacobucci and Churchill, 2009), but - like real life - the decision for a stimulus can be more like a
trade off between quality/attribute composition and price. Also the stimulus is not presented solely but along
with comparable products, therefore the consumer decision-making process could look more similar
compared to a market environment. There is less uncertainty about the stimulus product, as with the profiles
product characteristics of the stimulus are revealed, and those characteristics can be compared across
different profiles.
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Incentive alignment
In incentive-aligned designs there is a buying obligation present, based on the outcome of the profile
selection. The price can be determined by the corresponding price of the winning profile, or a (random)
selection of winning profiles (applicable if several profiles are winning). Also a BDM procedure can be
incorporated in the designs.
Due to the intensity of the research task, the difference between alignment and non-alignment could be
lower compared to other designs. It is possible that in non-aligned designs, respondents seek more quality and a higher price - than in aligned designs, as the consequences in the former are absent. Therefore one
should realize that overestimations with this kind of design could be present. Opposed to that, it seems
possible that aligned designs have to deal with some kind of underestimation: by the evaluation of a relative
large number of specifications (and if applicable, prices) the awareness of the decision making process
might be high, and this could thrive the WTP down, as is present in Grunert et al. (2009).
2.2 Inconsistencies and problems with research methods
The positions and levels of WTP outcomes across different researches, or research designs, show
inconsistencies. In order to map and be able to compare those differences, the relative positions of WTP
levels within different researches in a selection of publications (Ding et al., 2005; Grunert et al., 2009; Xue et
al., 2010; Miller et al., 2011; Dost and Wilken, 2012) is presented in Table 2.1. Because the research
environment and research design over time always will be different across different researches, WTP
outcomes are not directly comparable. However the relative position of WTP outcomes are: when one
method yields the highest WTP outcome among other conditions, and in another research that method yield
(one of the) lowest outcomes, we can state there is a difference in relative outcome.
An example of a distinction between research designs is found by Miller et al. (2011), where direct methods
yield lower WTP levels compared to indirect methods. The ICV condition in Miller et al. (2011) has the lowest
mean WTP outcome, while in the study of Grunert et al. (2009) a similar designed ICV condition leads to
WTP outcome similar to other conditions - see also Table 2.1. Such inter-method comparisons could be
made based on Table 2.1, typical for the inconsistencies of mutual WTP outcomes of different research
designs.
In Table 2.1, per study four characteristics of research are specified - except for the articles of Ding et al.
(2005) and Ding (2007) which are somewhat different. For each study the first row indicates the labeling of
the design in the corresponding study, the second row the relative WTP position of the design within the
research, with 1 as highest outcome. The third row gives the mean WTP outcome per condition and the
fourth the ratio of the mean, with each time ICV as base level. The studies of Ding et al. (2005) and Ding
(2007) use an elasticity coefficient instead of a mean WTP in their comparisons. For these studies the
elasticity coefficient is included in the table. As a consequence Ding et al. (2005) are able to make
statements about price sensitivity behavior of respondents, and thus they discover higher price sensitivity in
the aligned conjoint condition (-1.59) compared to the non-aligned (-0.99). However comparisons are only
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possible between non-aligned and aligned conditions, within the same kind of design. For example the CV
condition cannot be compared to the CBC condition, as those coefficients are calculated on a different scale.
An other remarkable inconsistency is that Grunert et al. (2009) use CV as an experimental condition, while
Miller et al. (2011) use a similar method as benchmark for their results, the choice to do so seems rather
arbitrary. The rationale of Grunert et al. (2009) for inclusion of CV is that it is “widely used in agricultural and
resource economics” (p.p.: 607), and Miller et al. (2011: 175) explain their ICV condition as follows “[We]
collected real transaction data by asking each participant whether he or she would be willing to buy the
cleaning product at a certain price displayed in an online shop. [...] This elicitation of real WTP corresponds
to a dichotomous choice question format often used in CV studies”. Miller et al. (2011) randomly assign price
levels to participants, all price levels with an equal chance to appear in the online shop. If respondents state
they are willing to buy the cleaning product at the appeared price, they are obliged to purchase the product
indeed - and they all did.
From the table no clear trend in relative positions and sizes in differences across the different designs can be
drawn. This supports earlier statements about the absence of a consistent direction, or size, in the relations
between WTP outcomes from different research methods. To gather more insight on those inter-method
differences the characteristics of Miller et al. (2011) and Grunert et al. (2009) will be compared more in
depth. Those researches both have used various methods and are intentionally designed for comparisons of
different designs. Both researches can be seen as thorough studies of WTP, where Grunert et al. (2009) are
focusing more on the experimental auctions, and make them comparable to other conditions (contingent
valuation and conjoint analysis), and Miller et al. (2011) are more focused to construct a general round up of
state of the art WTP research methods.
In the study of Grunert et al. (2009) we see some more conservative outcomes in the experimental auction,
and we see incentive-aligned configurations being somewhat lower, on its own nothing special. However, the
results become more interesting compared to the outcomes of the study of Miller et al., were we see the
lowest value at the ICV designed condition, they use this as benchmark for ‘real’. Also here, the incentivealigned designs result in more conservative WTP outcomes, ratio’s of 1.06 and 1.11, compared to ratios for
non-aligned conditions of 1.30 and 1.76. Remarkable is the opposite direction of the differences between
research conditions. While Grunert et al. (2009) find a higher level of ICV (1.00) compared to an ICBC
designed condition (0.84) - applicable for the WTP improvement conditions -, Miller et al. (2011) find the
opposite, a higher level of ICBC (1.11) to ICV (1.00).
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Table 2.1 : Overview of research designs and their relative outcome
CBC

ICBC

CV

ICV

BDM

EA

IEA

measurement

indirect

indirect

direct

direct

direct

direct

direct

incentivealignment

non-aligned

aligned

non-aligned

aligned

aligned

non-aligned

aligned

CC

ICC

CV

ICV

-0.99

-1.59

0.55

0.66

CC

ICC

-2.61

-4.18

Control

Truth telling
mechanism

-5.87

-5.63

CA Game

CA Real

CV Game

CV Real

EA Game

EA Real

1

3

2

4

19.8

19.3

19.4

19.1

1.03

1.00

1.01

0.99

Characteristics

Ding et al. 2005
Chinese diner
Elasticity
coefficient
Ding et al. 2005
Snack combo
Elasticity
coefficient
Ding ’07
iPod
Elasticity
coefficient
Grunert ’09
Stimulus: soup
relative WTP*

mean

ratio

Grunert ’09
product
improvement
relative WTP*

mean

ratio

Xue ’10
Grass fed beef
mean

CA Game

CA Real

CV Game

CV Real

EA Game

EA Real

5

6

3

2

1

4

4.09

4.08

4.70

4.87

4.92

4.54

0.84

0.84

0.96

1.00

1.01

0.93

BDM

1.80
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Table 2.1 (continued) : Overview of research designs and their relative outcome

Miller ’11
Stimulus: cleaning
product
relative WTP*

mean

ratio

Dost et al., 2012
cafe latte
relative WTP*

mean

ratio

Dost et al., 2012
ticket
mean

CBC

ICBC

CV

ICV

BDM

CBC

ICBC

OE

REAL

BDM

1

3

2

5

4

14.92

9.39

11.03

8.46

8.96

1.76

1.11

1.30

1.00

1.06

BDM range

BDM range

1

2

1.47

0.82

1.79

1.00

EA

IEA

BDM

6.55
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It is possible that the outcomes of the different conditions from Miller et al. (2011) and Grunert et al. (2009)
are biased in a way, for example, the ICV condition from Miller et al. could be influenced by some problems.
Purchasing cleaning products online can be an extraordinary distribution channel to consumers, only one
purchase was allowed and also no repeat purchase was observed. Also the cleaning product was just
suggested to respondents and was not displayed in a competitive setting (Miller et al., 2011: 175). The
suggestion of the cleaning product was prompted to respondents unasked, and respondents thus may be
unwillingly confronted with the cleaning product, at a random price. It seems possible that only perceived
bargains were accepted, and logically this will thrive the price down - and thus the mean WTP outcome in
the ICV condition. By means of anchoring, the exposure to extreme high or low prices can influence the WTP
level - even for unrelated products (Adaval and Wyer jr., 2011). So by providing a random price it therefore
could be that the prompted price acts as an anchor point for the WTP level of the individual respondent, and
the initial level is shifted. In such a way it is possible that the random price mechanism in the ICV condition
influences the perception of a fair deal to respondents. Thereby the ICV condition verifies the possible floor
of the WTP zone, and as such logically a low mean WTP level will result. Using an ICV condition as
benchmark may thus be somewhat diffuse, and the relative large range of the confidence interval reflects
this - around 4.5 times of the second largest confidence interval, see Table 2.2. Therefore the reliability of
the condition is not indisputable.
Table 2.2 : Confidence interval per condition from Miller et al.

95 % confidence interval

CV

CBC

BDM

ICBC

ICV

10.196 - 11.990

14.164 - 15.847

8.097 - 10.068

8.623 - 10.134

5.348 - 14.206

Miller et al., 2011: 177

Since there is no clear position of gaps between researches’ WTP outcome levels, apparently various factors
influence the research methods. Not taking into account those factors in inter-method comparisons of WTP
research methods might cause a bias, with an unknown direction and impact. Because influencing factors
can have an impact on the WTP outcome, it can be useful for thorough development of powerful WTP
analysis to map those factors, and preferably also the size and direction of their impact on the various
research methods. Indirect effects can also play along, like interaction effects on the research design and
subsequently on the WTP outcome. Those interaction effects may bias the research by different effects of
different research designs. For a thorough comparison of research designs, the mapping of those factors
seems valuable. Based on contemporary knowledge Figure 2.2 is provided, to present a preliminary
overview of those variables, as well as their common structure and relation with WTP. Globally the variables
are categorized in main effects and interaction effects, those variables influence the WTP by an unknown
bias. Both those main- and interaction effects are presumably not exhaustive and are subject to possible
expansion or adaption. The effects in Figure 2.2 will be described in the following sections.
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Figure 2.2 : A conceptual model of WTP measurement

In the conceptual model (Figure 2.2) also an effect is drawn from real WTP on measured WTP, because I
believe the research on WTP is concerned with some fundamental problems on the uncertainty on the
difference between measured WTP and some utopian value that could be called real WTP. The concept of
WTP is derived from neoclassical economic theory, which is based (among others) on an assumption of
rational behavior by economic actors. In the field of consumer behavior this assumption of rational behavior
is disregarded by Thaler in 1980 and ever since the assumption for rational behavior was falsified by serious
consumer behavior theories. This implicates that the ‘real WTP’ is an utopian value, which is theoretical
present but in reality remains unknown until knowledge on the topic is increased vigorously. Till then we
should accept the level of measured WTP with an unknown bias as the best alternative present.
It is important to realize that the above described main- and interaction effects are not exhaustive, and most
likely incomplete. Both main and interaction effects will probably be expanded when more research is
completed. Thus the number of influencing variables on the measured WTP is quite large, and the
associated biases as well. This results in the absence of a feasible measurement, if necessary pointed
different regarding the situation. In addition, when realizing that the market is dynamic and the target, WTP
level, is thus moving, it is (by now) impossible to succeed in measuring a decent, generalizable WTP level.
So far, most researchers were not focused on such an analytic view, but were more oriented towards finding
proper research methods - which is logical regarding the absence of a versatile and robust instrument.
Hence, conceptual problems in the field of WTP research were skipped, or assumed to be equal among
conditions of different instruments. The latter is not necessarily true, as I suggest with the interaction effects
on the research design. Studies often are limited to one or two main effects on the WTP bias, and the
complexity of the WTP environment is more or less neglected. Obviously some reduction of complexity is
necessary to be able to conduct research, and by doing so, quite some inter-method differences were found,
by several authors. But this focus on finding main effects in WTP research results in relative much
knowledge on those specific main effects, while knowledge about the more holistic view on WTP
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measurement remains lacking. Also more thorough analysis of the specific operation of the research designs
(and the consequences for the WTP outcome) remains behind. Besides the lacking knowledge on the
holistic structure on the WTP measurement environment, conflicting inter-method differences lead to
ambiguous conclusions and unclear mutual outcomes of different researches.
2.3 Research design as main effect
The first here described main effects can be categorized as the research design, and can be distinguished
as the effects on the WTP outcome of the research method, incentive-alignment, instructions on the
research task and the stimulus product. Those four effects seem to influence the WTP level directly, so
choices in the specification of the research design should consider those for an accurate measurement.
2.3.1 Research method as main effect
The role of the research method on the WTP is the most notable main effect, this will be the main effect,
which is described above, and is present in Table 2.1. The inter-method differences found, indicate the
complexity of the field and the limitations of the research methods. With perfect measurements constant
results (when circumstances remain equal) should be gained, and different instruments may lead to some
differences (for example regarding precision) but inconsistent inter-method differences should remain
absent.
How the research method influences the WTP level is unclear today, but the influence might be due to game
elements (EA), learning elements (EA, BDM) or social desirable answering (CV) may play a role in the
research designs. In addition incentives could affect the behavior of respondents in the research and thereby
adapt the outcome of those instruments.
2.3.2 Incentives
Incentives play an important role in economic behavior (Campbell, 2006) and thereby in daily life. Thus it is
no more than logic than incentives play a role in consumer research. Incentives keep the economy rolling
(Levitt, 2005) and the research realistic (Ding, 2007). In non-aligned settings, thus non-aligned, participants
“tend to overstate their levels of risk preference and willingness to try new things” compared to incentivealigned designs (Ding et al., 2005: 76). In literature the incentive-aligned procedures are widely used (Ding et
al., 2005; Ding, 2007; Xue et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2011; Dost & Wilken, 2012). Nevertheless there only
seem to be two kinds of incentives: a buying obligation and Ding’s (2007) truth telling mechanism, the former
is used in the vast majority of aligned designs.
The buying obligation obliges respondents to buy the stimulus product for the price resulting from the
research. That price may differ according to the research design. Assuming that respondents are maximizing
utility, they are minimizing the amount of money spent for a product, and thereby the incentive leads to more
rational behavior. Compared to non-aligned designs, respondents regard their budget constraints more and
their preferences stated should be more consistent with their actual behavior (Ding et al., 2005).
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But the buying obligations as an incentive can also be discussed, for example about the imaginable
presence of an endowment effect, when a respondent is given a budget (Horowitz & McConnell, 2002) and it
might be possible that the handling of that budget is different from the handling of a disposable income,
which is used on the market. For example, framing effects have been found for positioning an amount of
supplied money as ‘bonus’ or ‘rebate’ is of significant influence to the spending of that money. Milkman,
Beshears, Rogers and Bazerman (2008) found a disproportional higher spending after the distribution of $10
gift certificates at an online grocery store. Supplying respondents with a budget could imaginable have a
similar effect, as the money is supplied as a sudden extra.
In most designs with a buying obligation, the respondent receives an amount of money, to be spent in the
experiment (for example in Xue et al., 2010). It is argued (for example by Ding et al., 2005) that this will
increase the validity of the WTP level measured, as respondents have a certain amount of money to spend,
a budget, for a certain product - just like in reality. But it seems possible that the obligation to buy a product
at a certain price below the initial funding, still gives the respondent a double benefit: a part of the budget
and the product. So if the price level in the research is a higher, the respondent has a double benefit, despite
he/she had paid too much - this is a serious deviation from reality. Ergo, the participant can pay more for the
product compared to a market environment, and these kinds of experiments may lead to overestimation. On
top of this, the situation where a respondent is suddenly supplied with a certain amount of money, to be
spent on a product that is not selected by themselves, is not very market-like. Thanks to prospect theory
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979 in Thaler, 1980; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) we know people are more risk
seeking in winning situations, and a sudden budget supply could bring respondents in a winning mindset and
thereby increase risk seeking behavior. This premise holds in the study of Ding et al. (2005) in an ICBC
design. Additionally the presence of a budget might act as a reference point, especially with a blue ocean
product this can have influence - as the respondent/consumer does not have familiarity with the product.
It seems peculiar that a buying obligation happens to be the incentive in WTP research, while this is not
directly a market condition. When shopping, the decision to buy or not to buy is quite casual and may be
without substantial consequences. So, having a no option can be valuable for the research (Parker & Schrift,
2011), to present the opportunity to respondent to reject the product. In the designs with buying obligations
3

this is a deviation from reality .
2.3.3 Instructions in WTP research
Between academics there seem to be some sort of consensus that in order to participate in an incentivealigned research, participants need the cognitive capacities to understand the research method. In
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Besides methodological downsides, we could think of some practical disadvantages. Such can be for example the cost of the stimulus
product, as there are quite many stimuli necessary. This can be a reason why WTP research is often done with relative cheap stimuli.
As a consequence it may be questioned if cheap stimuli are the way to go: more expensive stimuli can lead to more reliable results, due
to the higher involvement of respondents. Consumers may be more price sensitive for products with larger impact on their budget share.
The truth telling mechanism of Ding (2007) requires fewer stimuli to be supplied, and thus more expensive stimuli could be used - Ding
uses an iPod.
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consequence Grunert et al. (2009: 613) are “training respondents”, are Xue et al. (2010: 858) “screening for
eligibility” and are Miller et al. (2011: 175) “making sure everyone understands”. At least in theory, these
instructions can have influence on the WTP outcome, because briefing respondents with notions as ‘make
sure you don’t pay too much for the product’, or ‘you really have to pay for the product’, may frame
respondents to behave in a certain way, while this is not necessarily comparable to in a market environment.
Nevertheless not a lot of attention has been paid to the topic, regarding the brief amount of explanation of
the procedure of instructions, training, selection and etcetera in research papers. Because for some designs
- like CV - less instructions are necessary compared to other designs - such as EA or BDM - the instructions
can cause problems: extensive instructions can distinguish respondents from the consumer they would be in
real life. But at least conditions with extensive instructions are distinguished from conditions with less intense
instructions. The discussion how to handle decision problems, and even a way of thinking is communicated
in EA’s, can lead to unintentional guiding of respondents to certain mindsets, for example a cognitive
processing route. The strength of those effects is unclear, but priming effects were found in CV designs
(Ajzen, 1996; Bonini, 2002) and EA designs (Sachtiaris et al., 2011), thus the influence of instructions on the
WTP outcome seems a plausible option.
With priming here is meant the influence on the WTP level, unaware to the perception of the respondent
done by passive activation of independent, external (with respect to the WTP of the stimulus product)
concepts. A more formal definition is provided by Tulving and Schacter (1990: 301): “Priming is a nonconscious form of human memory, which is concerned with perceptual identification of words and objects
and which has only recently been recognized as separate form other forms of memory or memory systems”.
The activation of a certain orientation is found to have an influence by Ajzen (1996), people in a condition
with an altruistic orientation where willing to pay more for a public good (movie theatre) compared to those in
a individualistic orientation. Religious primes could be used to reveal preferences as an alternative to
economic incentives, state Sachtiaris et al. (2011). These findings imply that it is possible to steer the
respondent in a certain direction, and thus have an influence on the WTP level with irrelevant cues. And
because quite some authors assume rational behaviour, it is possible they guide respondent in a rational
mindset.

Instructions seem inherent to the research design. But the instructions could cause biases in the WTP
outcomes. These instructions can have a significant influence on the further progress of the research, it is
imaginable that respondents could be primed by the instructions and the underlining that they actually have
to pay the price they state as WTP. By discussing response strategies respondents are biased from their
normal decision scheme into more rational schemata. The emphasis on payment obligation could have a
frightening effect on respondents and could be an explanation to the conservative outcomes of incentivealigned designs. However without those instructions the incentive-aligned designs are often too complex to
use. It is remarkable that the role of instructions on the research outcome remains not discussed in large
comparative research design articles.
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2.3.4 Stimulus
Another main effect is from the stimulus product on the WTP outcome. It can be possible that differences
between methods are inconsistent due to different stimuli. The different directions and sizes in the ratios
between Miller et al. (2011) and Grunert et al. (2009) their studies might come from the difference in stimulus
product - which was respectively a cleaning product and a ready-made soup. It could for example be
possible that a cleaning product is better suited for a comparison based designs as (I)CBC than ready-made
soup, because the former product has product attributes which are more suitable for objective evaluation
compared to soup, which is rather could have more subjective attributes. In addition, the stimulus product is
influencing the chosen design of the research: because when a product is hypothetical - and not yet released
on the market - sometimes a non-aligned design would fit better, while with an ongoing product an actual
design maybe fits better.
In a review of 45 willingness to accept (WTA: the price one is demanding for letting a product go) and
willingness to pay studies, differences between product categories are found (Horowitz and McConnell,
2002). WTA is however a different concept from WTP, this review anyhow provides some useful insights.
The differences between product categories were measured by a WTA/WTP ratio. For public goods, and
health and safety ‘products’ respondents were willing to pay relative small amount of money, but require (far)
more money in order to accept to let go those products, those had WTA/WTP ratio’s of respectively 10.41
and 10.06, for private goods this ratio was 2.92. This could mean that the kind of stimulus product can
influence the perception of value of the respondent, and thereby the WTP. Important in this matter would be
the default position, when examining the health and safety stimuli, one could wonder why people are not
willing to pay a large proportion of their disposable income: this could be due to the default position of the
respondents in the research might be perceived healthy. When this perception of healthy shifts (more
economically: when the demand rises) it is presumable that WTP for health and safety products will rise. For
ordinary products, like private goods, the weight of the WTA would be lower - it is easier to let go your
kitchen table than your personal safety. Losing ordinary products is not that influential to someone’s life. So
therefore it is logical that WTA/WTP ratios are lower for ordinary products.
The conclusion on those differences in product categories is that WTP is moving along with the perceived,
and personal, demand. However the range of this movement is not for all product categories equal - at least
unequal for ordinary and intangible products like health and safety. It is not unthinkable that these kinds of
differences exist within the category of ‘ordinary’ products as well. Those differences in product categories
may be enhanced across different research methods: maybe public goods should be measured different
than private goods. The lower WTA/WTP ratio for private products indicates that the consequences for not
being able to buy such a product are lower, compared to not having the tested health and safety products.
With these lower consequences for not being able to buy a product, it makes sense a lower WTP would be
stated in direct designs.
Another influence of the stimulus on the WTP can come from the combination of taste and consumer
characteristics such as cultural capital and economic capital, forms of capital that are necessary to be able to
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consume the stimulus in a decent way (Bourdieu, 1984). Here an example is provided with wine, which has
relative many quality cues (Sáenz-Navajas et al., 2013), but some cultural capital is required to distinguish
those quality cues, and this might result in a different mean WTP from a product with a lower amount of, and
‘easier’, quality cues - such as a cleaning product. It could be possible that when searching for the WTP for
more complex products differences in results occur between a CBC design, that reflects more attributes, and
a CV design, that reflects a smaller number of stimulus attributes. For cleaning products quality cues are less
complex and can be evaluated more similar by a larger number of respondents, compared to complex
products. To be able to understand quality cues for complex products, knowledge about those cues might be
necessary. Wine has quality cues with respect to grapes, geographical origin, product process and aging
that require some knowledge, cultural capital, to evaluate those cues properly. Without the cultural capital,
the cues presumably are evaluated different.
Products with more complex attributes compositions, might require different information processing, more
conscious, explicit and logical - labeled ‘system 2 thinking’ by Kahneman (2003 in Bazerman, 2009). More
intuitive approaches - system 1 thinking - might be more appropriate for stimuli with more easy cues. This
implies that a suitable research method, with respect to the information processing by the respondent, would
benefit the WTP research. Because some designs, such as (I)CBC, elaborate more on the attributes of a
product than others, such as EA, the difference in complexity of the stimulus might be reflected in the WTP.
This is supported by data from Sáenz-Navajas et al. (2013), who measured WTP of 24 chardonnay wines,
and found higher WTP levels for 19 of them in the choice experiment compared to the auction condition
(among the other five outcomes were three equal WTP levels and two higher levels in the auction condition).
This illustrates the possible bias caused by the stimulus product, on the WTP outcome, dependent on the
research design. Products perceived as complex by respondents therefore probably should be measured
best (in terms of higher validity), with a research design like (I)CBC, because product attributes are more
elaborated compared to EA-, (I)CV- and BDM designed researches. Perhaps less complex products are
better measured with BDM or EA procedures, as the characteristics of the products are less salient in the
design itself. Additional research on the effects of product characteristics and research design is necessary,
to be able to state solid conclusions on the direct influence of the stimulus on the WTP.
2.4 Specifications of research designs
In order to be able to find intra-method differences, the exact specifications of research designs are a
necessity. Based on the research method, possible incentive-alignment and the stimulus product a
comparison will be made between research designs of the different papers used in Table 2.1, per kind of
research design, (I)CV, (I)CBC, (I)EA and BDM. The tables are based on a general part (on stimulus,
research method and alignment), similar for all designs and a specific part (on characteristics belonging to
the specific research design). The latter is not applicable to the first table, on (I)CV designs. The tables ought
to bring clarity about the design specifications of various researches, in order to better understand some
outcomes of those researches. However there is no information provided in terms of causality, this should be
part of an empirical stage, later on in this research. The tables describe different publications used in this
paper and specify the research designs of those papers as far as possible, in such a way that the
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specifications of the research designs can be compared thoroughly. In Table 2.3 the specifications of (I)CV
designed conditions of Ding et al. (2005), Grunert et al. (2009), Miller et al. (2011) and Dost et al. (2012) will
be presented.
2.4.1 Specifications of (I)CV designs
From the five non-aligned conditions and the four aligned conditions in the Table 2.3, we can at first
conclude that none of the conditions is exactly the same, and they are all quite similar, being (I)CV designs.
Due to the amount of variations across researches, it must be hard to reach direct conclusions about intramethod differences in WTP outcomes. As it might be complex to understand how variations between
research designs cause differences in WTP.
The first specifications are about the stimulus product, where category and availability are drawn in the table.
Fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) are the dominant product category in the (I)CV designed researches.
The availability is less dominant; five stimuli are available to the consumer market, while four are not.
Hypothetical products are used both in incentive aligned- and non-aligned designs.
The second category of specifications is about the research method. In (I)CV designs sample selection
criteria are perhaps seen as less important, as for six conditions these criteria remain unknown. The
warming-up task is about training, or letting respondents get used to the research method, this is described
to be done by Grunert et al. (2009) in all their (I)CV conditions with M&M’s as warm-up stimulus.

Next

specifications are about the instructions given to respondents, which could be important as they can guide
respondents in answering strategies or frame them to think in a certain fashion. Grunert et al. (2009) are
stating that the WTP should be unrelated to the possible supermarket price and including a time element by
instructing for ‘here and now’ responses. For their ICV condition Ding et al. (2005) are explicitly stating
respondents should mention their highest price. The following specifications are about the way respondents
can state their WTP, by open questions, thus the respondent should state a price by themselves, or closed
questions and thus answering categories are provided. How answering categories are provided, if
applicable, is given in the next line, with the increments as the steps between answer options and the range
the beginning and end of the possible answers. The product may be introduced by a description or by an
illustration or photograph or a combination of those, this is drawn in the following row. The next specification
is about the distribution channel of the stimulus, which can be on location (in a restaurant or online) or just in
the environment where the research is conducted. On the next line in the table is whether the stimulus
product is a product improvement or just a total product. The specifications about the research method are
finished with the notion whether in the instrument results in a point or a range WTP outcome.
The last category is about the incentive-alignment. In (I)CV designs there is no competition between
respondents, for receiving the stimulus product. Next specification is about the budget supplied or the
participation fee given to respondents, this fee is sometimes to be used as budget for the completion of the
research (the respondent has to pay for the stimulus), if so, this is displayed in the row below. Last is the
determination of the price at which the stimulus should be bought - if applicable -, which could be defined by
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a BDM procedure, or just could be randomly drawn. A randomly drawn price should come from a certain
distribution, which often corresponds with the range of the response scale.
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Table 2.3 : specifications of (I)CV designs
Ding et
al., 2005

Grunert
et al.,
2009

Grunert
et al.,
2009

Miller et
al., 2011

Dost et
al., 2012

Ding et
al., 2005

Grunert
et al.,
2009

Grunert
et al.,
2009

Miller et
al., 2011

Design

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

ICV

ICV

ICV

ICV

Product

Chinese
diner

Soup

Soup

Cleaning
product

Caffe Lattè

Chinese
diner

Soup

Soup

Cleaning
product

Category

FMCG

FMCG

FMCG

Durable

FMCG

FMCG

FMCG

FMCG

Durable

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Interested
in the
meal

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Clients of
coffee bar

Interested
in the
meal

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Training
task
M&M’s

Training
task
M&M’s

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Training
task
M&M’s

Training
task
M&M’s

Unknown

Write
price
down (12
times)

State
your price
independ
ent from
what
price it
would
have in
supermar
ket, here
and now.

State
your price
independ
ent from
what
price it
would
have in
supermar
ket, here
and now.

Descriptio
n of
approachi
ng a
coffee
bar.
Lottery
procedure

Tell
highest
price,
BDM
procedure
is in your
interest

State
your price
independ
ent from
what
price it
would
have in
supermar
ket, here
and now.

State
your price
independ
ent from
what
price it
would
have in
supermar
ket, here
and now.

Unknown

Open/Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Increments /
scale

n/a

1 DKK /
12 DKK ...

1 DKK /
12 DKK ...

n/a

Random /
€ 0.59 - €
4.59

$0.25 /
$0.25 $8.00

1 DKK /
12 DKK ...

1 DKK /
12 DKK ...

Random /
unknown

Descriptio
n

Descriptio
n / Visual

Descriptio
n / Visual

Descriptio
n

Descriptio
n

Descriptio
n

Descriptio
n / Visual

Descriptio
n / Visual

Descriptio
n

Restaura
nt

None

None

Online

Online

Restaura
nt

None

None

Online
shop

Product/Impro
vement

Product

Product

Improvem
ent

Product

Product

Product

Product

Improvem
ent

Product

Range vs.
point estimate

Point

Point

Point

Point

Range

Point

Point

Point

Point

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

$ 10

30 DKK
(Game)

30 DKK
(Game)

No

No

$ 10

30 DKK

30 DKK

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

None

None

None

None

None

BDM randomly
selected
price

BDM randomly
selected
price

None

Randomly
drawn

Availability
Research
method
Selection
criteria sample

Warming-up

Instruction

Product
presentation

Distribution
channel

None
(WTP
measure
ment part
of survey)

Incentive

Competition
Budget/fee

Fee as budget
Price at which
to buy
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2.4.2 Implications
The CV conditions in Ding et al. (2005) and Miller et al. (2011), are the only with open-ended questions,
allowing the respondent to state the price themselves. Grunert et al. (2009) mention they opted for closed
questions for reasons of comparability to other designs, which seems a plausible argument. However the
closed questions may anchor respondents more than open questions. In the condition of Ding et al. (2005)
respondents where given a $10,- fee, and were not asked to use this money for the purchase of a Chinese
diner. This may enhance spending by means of a bonus effect (Bazerman, 2009). Also remarkable in the
design of Ding et al. (2005) is the repetition of the task, 12 times, which is absent in all other (I)CV designed
conditions. The consequences of those specifications remain unclear, as in Ding et al., (2005) the CV
derived WTP is lower (ratio = 0.83) than the ICV (ratio = 1.00), while in the other open ended question
condition from Miller et al. (2011) the CV WTP outcome is higher (ratio = 1.30).
To better understand the magnitude of those specifications, comparative research could be done, with
variations of only one specification at a time. By doing so, the influence of the design becomes more salient..
2.4.3 Specifications of (I)CBC designs
In Table 2.4 specifications are drawn for (I)CBC designed conditions. Again, all designs are relative similar
but still all different. As with the (I)CV designs, the only manifested sample selection criterion is an interest in
the stimulus product. In the (I)CBC designs selected, no warm-ups were executed - which can be explained
by the repetition of the choice task in the nature of (I)CBC designs. The instruction for the selection of the
profiles is somewhat different between designs, Ding et al. (2005) use the instruction ‘select most attractive
option’, Ding (2007) and Miller et al. (2011) instruct respondents with ‘choose (right) here and now’ and
Grunert et al. (2009) instruct to ‘choose [the] most and least preferred product’. Differences between
instructions might be subtle, but respondents might react different on them.
The specific features for (I)CBC designs reflect the number of choice sets, varying from 4 (Miller et al., 2011)
to 72 (Ding, 2007) and thus the intensity of the task is substantially different. The size of the choice sets is
between two and four. As Grunert et al. (2009) are instructing respondents to select their least and most
preferred product from an initial four, they repeat this task with the remaining two. Whether or not a no
choice option is present is described in the last row in this category.
The price at which to buy the stimulus product is determined by whether BDM (Ding, 2007; Miller et al.,
2011), a random selection of the chosen products (Ding et al., 2005) or the price of the chosen bid (Grunert
et al., 2009). Remarkable for the latter is that there seems to be some kind of post task permissiveness with
the phrase ‘if you want’.
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Table 2.4 : specifications of (I)CBC designs
Ding et
al., 2005

Ding et
al., 2005

Grunert
et al.,
2009

Miller et
al., 2011

Miller et
al., 2011

Ding et
al., 2005

Ding et
al., 2005

DIng
2007

Grunert
et al.,
2009

Design

CBC

CBC

CBC

CBC

ICBC

ICBC

ICBC

ICBC

ICBC

Product

Chinese
diner

Snack
combo

Soup

Cleaning
product

Cleaning
product

Chinese
diner

Snack
combo

iPod

Soup

Category

FMCG

FMCG

FMCG

Durable

Durable

FMCG

FMCG

Durable

FMCG

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Intereste
d in the
meal

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Intereste
d in the
meal

Unknown

Intereste
d in
buying an
iPod

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

No

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

No

Select
most
attractive
option

Select
most
attractive
option

Choose
most and
least
preferred
product.

Choose,
here and
now

Choose
here and
now

Select
most
attractive
option

Select
most
attractive
option

Choose,
right here
and now.

Choose
most and
least
preferred
product.

Open/Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Increments /
scale

$0.25 /
$0.25 $8.00

$0.25 /
$0.25 $8.00

1 DKK /
10 DKK 30 DKK

Unknown

Unknown

$0.25 /
$0.25 $8.00

$0.25 /
$0.25 $8.00

Random /
Unknown

1 DKK /
10 DKK 30 DKK

Descripti
on

Descripti
on

Descripti
on /
Visual

Descripti
on

Descripti
on

Descripti
on

Descripti
on

Descripti
on /
visual

Descripti
on /
Visual

Restaura
nt

Stores
and cafes

None

Imagine
online
shop

Imagine
online
shop

Restaura
nt

Stores
and cafes

None

None

Product/improve
ment

Product

Product

Improve
ment

Product

Product

Product

Product

Product

Improve
ment

Range vs. point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Number of sets

12

27

4|4

7

7

12

27

72

4|4

Size choice sets

4

3

4|2

4

4

4

4

3

4|2

No choice option

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

$ 10

No

30 DKK
(Game)

No

No

$ 10

$3

$ 10

30 DKK

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Availability
Research
method
Selection criteria
sample

Warming-up
Instruction

Product
presentation

Distribution
channel

Specific
features for
(I)CBC design

Incentive

Competition
Budget/fee

Fee as budget
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Ding et
al., 2005

Ding et
al., 2005

Grunert
et al.,
2009

Miller et
al., 2011

Miller et
al., 2011

Ding et
al., 2005

Ding et
al., 2005

DIng
2007

None

BDM Truth
telling
mechanis
m

Random
selection
of choice

Random
selection
of choice

BDM Truth
telling
mechanis
m

Price at which to
buy
None

None

None

Grunert
et al.,
2009
Buy if you
want, at
chosen
bid

2.4.4 Implications
The difference in currency, between Ding et al. (2005) and Grunert et al. (2009) their studies could cause
differences: Ding et al. (2005) use a scale with increments of $ 0.25, while Grunert et al. (2009) use
increments of 1 DKK. The represented value of those are unequal by around 40 percent: 1 DKK = $ 0.18
and $0.25 = 1.4 DKK (at the time of writing, d.d. 17/02/2013). By those increments the response thus is
different, already caused by the answer categories alone. Further remarkable differences are in the number
of choice sets, the size of choice sets and the presence of a ‘no-choice-option’.
The presence of a no choice option gives consumers a way out when they not want any of the alternatives
(Parker & Schrift, 2011) and thereby might prevent the choice of an inferior alternative (which will affect the
WTP in an artificial direction). On the other side could force a respondent to make a choice give more clarity
about the preference structure and in the long run the influence of the choice of inferior choices might be
limited. This is however rather speculative and further research might give clarity in this respect.
2.4.5 Specifications of (I)EA designs
In the Table 2.5 most rows are recurring from Tables 2.4 and 2.3. The instructions for the bid strategy are
new however. The conditions captured in the table are all part of the paper of Grunert et al. (2009), they
instruct their respondents to bid exactly their maximum WTP in the Vickrey designed EA.
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Table 2.5 : specifications of (I)EA designs
Grunert et al., 2009

Grunert et al., 2009

Grunert et al., 2009

Grunert et al., 2009

Design

EA

EA

IEA

IEA

Product

Soup

Soup

Soup

Soup

Category

FMCG

FMCG

FMCG

FMCG

Yes

No

Yes

No

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

State maximum WTP
for M&M’s, blind bid

State maximum WTP
for M&M’s, blind bid

State maximum WTP
for M&M’s, blind bid

State maximum WTP
for M&M’s, blind bid

Not refer bid to
supermarket price

Not refer bid to
supermarket price

Not refer bid to
supermarket price

Not refer bid to
supermarket price

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Increments / scale

1 DKK / 6 DKK - ...

1 DKK / 6 DKK - ...

1 DKK / 6 DKK - ...

1 DKK / 6 DKK - ...

Product presentation

Description / visual

Description / visual

Description / visual

Description / visual

Distribution channel

None

None

None

None

Product

Improvement

Product

Improvement

Point

Point

Point

Point

Exactly maximum WTP

Exactly maximum WTP

Exactly maximum WTP

Exactly maximum WTP

Competition

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Budget/fee

30 DKK Game money

30 DKK Game money

30 DKK

30 DKK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

None

None

Buy if you want, at
chosen bid

None

Availability
Research method

Selection criteria
sample
Warming-up

Instruction

Open/Closed

Product/Improvement

Range vs. point
estimate
Specific features for
(I)EA design
Instructed bid
strategy
Incentive

Fee to be used as
budget
Price at which to buy
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2.4.6 Implications
The differences between (I)EA designed conditions - Table. 2.5 - are less salient, as from the selected
papers only Grunert et al. uses EA designs, however again no condition is the same but they are all similar.
By the use of minor variations in the design Grunert et al. made conditions well useable for intra-method
comparisons. Important variations are between the product or improvement of product, and the kind of
money, game versus real money that is to be used in the research. In the Table 2.5 below the specifications
are presented. Remarkable is that Grunert et al. found only minor intra-method differences in WTP outcome
between the different conditions. This could imply that in (I)EA designs the incentive-alignment is not that
influential, and the bidding occurs in relatively similar way with game money.
Grunert et al. (2009) are explicitly instructing respondents to not refer their bid to the (expected) supermarket
price of the stimulus product. This might be a good idea, however it will automatically trigger respondents to
do think of the supermarket price - this is comparable to the infamous example with the instruction: ‘In the
next minute, do not think about an white elephant’. The presence of the words supermarket and price could
frame respondents and this frame can act like an anchor for their further answer pattern. This impact of this
framing remains unknown, by now, and may be researched more in depth.
One could question if respondents are familiar with the bidding instruction to ‘bid exactly their WTP’, as this
implies their maximum WTP is known by themselves. This is a necessary characteristics of respondents for
a proper understanding of the instruction and thus for the execution of the research task.
2.4.7 Specifications of BDM designs
In Table 2.6 below specifications of BDM designed conditions are compared. With respect to other designs,
differences in intra-method designs are quite large. Selection criteria of Xue et al. and Dost et al. (caffe latte)
are more strict and explicit than previous tables.
Xue et al. (2010) are the only authors who incorporate an experience of the stimulus before the WTP
measurement, as they are letting respondents taste the stimulus product - in the situation of improvement
both before and after. This adds additional information to the cognitive process of the respondents, and
might decrease uncertainty about the stimulus product.
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Table 2.6 : specifications of BDM designs
Xue et al., 2010

Miller et al., 2011

Dost et al., 2012

Dost et al., 2012

Design

BDM

BDM

BDM

BDM

Product

Grass fed beef

Cleaning product

Caffe Lattè

Tour ticket

Category

FMCG

Durable

FMCG

Service

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Unknown

No earlier confrontation
with method more than
once

Persons interested in a
guided tour in European
city

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Asked whether they
would be willing to pay
in order to trade for
grass fed. (including
that underoverstatement are not in
their own interest).

Only BDM procedure

Price of caffe latte is not
fixed and the survey
contained a lottery that
would determine the
price.

Chance to purchase
guided tour at
expressed price,
obliged to buy in some
cases (44 out of 124)

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Unknown

Unknown

Random / € 0.59 - €
4.59

Random / € 7.00 - €
15.00

Product presentation

Taste, visual and
description

Description

Assume familiarity

Visual and verbal
information

Distribution channel

Meat department in
store

None

Coffee bar

Online

Improvement

Product

Product

Product

Point

Point

Range

Range

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Competition

No

No

No

No

Budget/fee

$10,- voucher +
package of traditional
beef (one pound)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Randomly drawn price

Randomly drawn price

Randomly drawn price

Randomly drawn price

Availability
Research method

Selection criteria
sample

- 18 or above
- Meat consumer

- Primary responsible

person in household
for buying or
preparing food

Warming-up
Instruction

Open/Closed
Increments / scale

Product/Improvement
Range vs. point
estimate

Unknown

Specific features for
BDM design
Explanation of BDM
procedure
Incentive

Fee to be used as
budget
Price at which to buy
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2.4.8 Implications
Respondents in BDM designed conditions are supposed to pay the product from their own money,
something that is less frequent seen in other designs. The study of Xue et al. (2010) is an exception, with
supply a gift voucher and a less expensive product and thus measuring an improvement WTP, also in this
condition respondents were asked to taste the product. This experience might be influential for WTP level, as
this reduces uncertainty about the stimulus. As the BDM design is for respondents possibly quite complex,
all conditions are explicitly explaining the method to respondents beforehand. What the implications of this
could be remain rather uncertain.
2.5 Consumer characteristics
By now, the main effects from the conceptual model in Figure 2.2 on the WTP measurement are discussed.
In the model consumer characteristics like mood, gender and familiarity are presented as interaction effects.
In this section those effects will be explained.
If the research design is one end of the research, the respondent is on the other. On the respondent side of
the spectrum we can state that the kind of consumer one happen to be (at that moment) is of influence on
the measurement of the WTP level (Sichtmann et al., 2011; Hofstetter et al., 2013). Gender differences in
WTP level where found in also found, but for now only in medical sciences (Pesheva et al., 2011). Also the
cultural environment can have influence on the WTP level, regarding the findings of Steenkamp et al. (2010)
about the differences between countries in WTP for private labels and national brands. Those differences
however prove no cultural interaction effect with the research method used - which was CV. Xue et al. (2010)
tested for interaction effects of consumer characteristics (gender, age, single, household size, ethnicity,
education and income) on the probability to buy grass fed beef, and found significant influences of single (1.5050, p < 0.01) and household size (-0.2646, p < 0.1). Those differences, main effects basically, are
interesting leads for interaction effects: for example could being single or not, and having an increased
household size, influence risk taking behavior, and thereby cause differences between several
measurements - perhaps higher WTP levels from EA designs compared to ICBC designed research. Thus it
is logical to review the influence of some important characteristics of respondents, in order to find a possible
cause for bias.
2.5.1 Gender
Here gender is considered as a consumer characteristic and thus as interaction effect on the bias in WTP.
Following gender-stereotypes, men are more risk seeking and women more risk averse, for example may
men have higher WTP outcomes in EA, compared to designs with more transparency about the stimulus like ICBC. Such effects are not common practice in WTP publications, in fact, quite some authors do not
even talk about the influences of gender in their sample selections (Ding et al., 2005; Ding, 2007; Sichtmann
et al., 2011; Sáenz-Navajas et al., 2013). Other authors do describe the influence of gender on the results, a
main effect thus, from those Table 2.7 is composed. In the study of Froehlich five hypothetical brands were
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composed and WTP was measured, on two brands (Prairie Prime, Original Angus) gender has an significant
influence (p < 0.05) on the WTP, on the other three not. For checking if interaction effects are present
several, similar designed studies, should be compared on their influence of gender differences in the sample
in order to legitimate gender as an interaction effect.
Table 2.7 : Described gender differences in WTP research
Leading author

Year

Method

Size

Stimulus

Grunert

2009

EA; CV; CBC

no found

Soup

Froehlich

2009

BDM

Dependent on hypothetical
brand: 0,582; 0,726;
Others (3) no difference

Beef

Steenkamp

2010

CV

no found

Private versus national
brand

Xue

2010

EA

-0,2436

Beef

Miller

2011

CV; CBC; ICV; ICBC;
BDM

no found

Cleaning product

Hofstetter

2013

CV

-6,685

Digital camera

Dost

2012

Range

no found

Caffe Latté

In three CV designs, only gender differences were found with a digital camera as stimulus (Hofstetter et al.,
2013). In others with soup (Grunert et al., 2009) and private versus national brands (Steenkamp et al., 2010)
as stimuli, no gender differences were found. This might imply an interaction effect, as a digital camera could
be seen as a masculine stimulus compared to soup and private and national brands. However studies were
conducted in different countries, in different years, so this suggestion should be investigated further. EA
designs were described two times, by Grunert et al. (2009) and by Xue et al., (2010) were Grunert et al. did
not found differences and Xue et al. found an influence of gender. Again the stimulus could have to do with
the difference: soup versus beef. In this respect beef can be seen as a masculine food product, and thus
may cause gender differences in WTP.
The combination between stimulus product and gender distribution in the population might be of influence,
regarding the rather masculine stimuli like beef and a camera resulting in gender differences. The influence
of gender issues in the population seems to possible influence the WTP, independent to the method chosen.
However gender issues in the sample selection could work out differently for different designs, for example
via risk-seeking, or competitive behavior in EA - by men, would be the classic hypothesis. In combination of
the masculinity/femininity of the stimulus this could be a significant bias effect.
2.5.2 Mood
Another consumer characteristic that might be an interaction effect on the bias in WTP research is mood. By
differences in design of researches, or by the stimulus product, the mood of the respondent could have an
influence on the WTP measurement. The price one is willing to pay for a product may depend on the
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situation. For example Steenkamp et al. (2010) found over time developing WTP levels, instead of being
stable, this assists the idea of WTP being dynamic. After all, when a research is conducted early in the
morning the interest of respondents in a caffe latte might be larger compared to the evening, where the
interest in beef or soup might be larger. This effect can be enhanced, or decreased, by the design of the
study.
However, the influence of mood on WTP is not explicitly described in common WTP research literature. This
could be due to any reason, for example practical issues. Differences in moods could be measured by a
longitudinal design, and thus may be more complicated. Here is suggested that mood is an interaction effect
on the bias in WTP, by influencing the WTP outcome by research designs. Mood may have an effect on the
way respondents are fulfilling their task, and this can be different for smaller tasks - common in CV designed
research - or larger tasks, such as auctions and BDM designs. In behavioral designs, like EA, mood may
have a larger impact because attitude towards the stimulus is more important, and attitude is an important
direction to behavior (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006). The influence of attitude in WTP research is shown
by Jensen et al. (2012) in CV designed research, theoretically the least vulnerable design. In Ding’s (2007)
truth telling mechanism, that can be seen as a game between experimenter and respondent, the effect of
mood will be relative large, especially because the relation between experimenter and respondent as
persons seems to matter. The influence of mood on a response on a CV designed research shall be smaller,
because the distance between the research and the respondent is larger, and so is the stimulus.
Furthermore it is possible that the mood of respondents is affected by the research design. This is applicable
for EA designed researches, with attitudes playing along, but also the evaluation of attributes in CBC designs
could be biased. When explaining the research method, maybe an example is provided. This example can
already act as a kind of anchor for the perception of the respondent. It would be interesting to know more
about the combination of mood and WTP. For example, a mood could be primed unconscious to the
respondent and thus the WTP could be adapted.
2.5.3 Familiarity
Familiarity with the stimulus product, or the stimulus product category, may influence the WTP perception of
respondents by the presence of an existing price perception. Consumers familiar with the stimulus product
may adapt their answer strategy to their existing knowledge about the price (range) of the category at hand.
This knowledge can act as an anchor for responses to measurements, but might have a different weight
according to the research design. CV designs could be biased different - by the directness of the instrument compared to CBC designs - due to the holistic approach. In EA designed research familiarity could influence
the bidding strategy.
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2.6 Product-consumer interaction
The relation of the consumer with the stimulus product is also important as a group of interaction effects.
Here will affection with the stimulus and involvement with the stimulus is described. In both cases there will
be differences of the respondent appreciating the stimulus, by affection or involvement, and thus different
attribute evaluation and information processing might be going on different routes. By different processing of
information, differences in WTP between respondents, can be enhanced, decreased or changed by the
nature of the research design.
2.6.1 Affection with stimulus
Affection with the stimulus product is a possible interaction effect for the WTP level. People with an affection
(positive attitude) for wine, for example, are willing to pay a (far) higher price compared to people just
random assigned to a research condition with wine as a stimulus product. The influence of affinity of the
respondent with the stimulus product is argued by Xue et al. (2010) and Jensen et al. (2012), such that
positive attitudes results generally in higher WTP levels. Also the product design and appearance has an
influence in here (Xue et al., 2010; Agarwal et al., 2013). Negative attitudes regarding the product and/or its
appearance can have an negative effect on WTP, and maybe respondents with a negative attitude are not
willing at all to buy the stimulus. Therefore a no choice option can be valuable, in order to not let those
respondent disturb the measurement too much (Parker et al., 2011).
The effects of affection on the bias in WTP research can be more interesting. In ecological and health
economics the relation between CV designs and affection on WTP is tested with various stimuli, such as
endangered species (Kotchen and Reiling, 2000), organic food (Krystallis & Chryssohoidis, 2005) and
protection of child from a cold (Tan Liu et al., 2000), and with such stimuli it seems plausible that different
outcomes could be found with different methods. If affection remains equal, a CBC study would probably find
other results, as different attributes of a choice become more salient, compared to CV designs. Also, in the
field of stimuli from above, especially organic food and endangered species, socially desirable answering
could be a strong element - the influence of social desirable answering can be declined by applying a BDM
procedure. Those effects might be smaller regarding to fast moving consumer goods, but there is no reason
to assume they disappear. Hence there seems to be an influence of affection with the stimulus on the bias in
WTP research.
2.6.2 Involvement with stimulus product category
Related to the affection is the influence of involvement (Sichtmann and Stingel, 2006) with the stimulus
product. This perhaps will be more important for the public good then private goods. The general level of
product involvement may vary per product category, although differences between consumers remain
apparent. Sichtmann and Stingel (2006) chose telephone minutes as stimulus product in a low involvement
condition and mobile telephone contracts as a high involvement product. The difference in involvement might
influence the price perception and awareness about price. For low involvement products, EA designed
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research is recommended by Sichtmann and Stingel (2006), while differences (between EA and CBC) were
more vague for higher involved products. This could be explained that when involvement is higher, the
evaluation product attributes becomes a more concise task for consumers, which might be perceived as too
much work for low involved products. This is consistent with the ELM-model of Petty and Cacioppo
(Cacioppo et al., 1986), where decisions with lower involvement are different cognitive processed, more
based on cues and based on intuition, compared to higher involved decisions, where processing is more
rational and based on thinking. The former is often perceived faster, compared to the latter processing route,
translating this to WTP designs there might occur different things in different designs. For products with
higher involvement, designs with more rational processing are predicted to be better suitable, (I)CBC fits this
reasoning for higher involvement: there is more information present on the product and its attributes, and
comparisons can be made more easily. For stimuli with lower involvement a design should fit the processing
of cues better, this could be EA, where the behavior of others sometimes can be a quality cue (Bazerman,
2009). Thus, involvement with the stimulus product, can by the different processing of information, lead to
different WTP outcomes for different designs.
2.7 Conceptual model
A combination and graphical interpretation of the above described main- and interaction effects on the bias
in WTP research is drawn below. On the left hand side the main effects research method, incentive,
instructions and product are drawn as having an influence on the bias, which subsequently influences the
measured WTP. The measured WTP is from an unknown direction with unknown magnitude influenced by
the real WTP, which is, as described before an theoretical concept, unable to measure to date. Those are
supplemented by the described interaction effects between respondent and design: gender, mood,
familiarity, affection and involvement - those effects influence the measurement of the WTP by the
respondents, via the research design.

Copy of Figure 2.2 : Main- and interaction effects on the bias in WTP research
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This kind of WTP research is concerned with some fundamental problems, such as the uncertainty between
measured WTP and real WTP and the opacity about the number and magnitude of influencing effects,
methodological issues on the validity such as game elements, learning effects and other limitations and the
assumption of rational behavior by respondents. Rational economic behavior is based on neoclassical
economic theory, which seems to be a bit old-fashioned for applications in the field of consumer behavior
research.
The conceptual model is provided to present an overview of contemporary knowledge in WTP research so
far, and to guide and define the present research. To validate the conceptual model all main- and interaction
effects should be researched in order to confirm them and their positions. Doing so all together will increase
the complexity of the research drastically, therefore in the next chapter choices will be explained for the
selection of some effects to investigate.
2.8 Hypothesis
In order to test if intra-method differences can explain (parts of) inter-method differences in WTP outcomes,
the influences of the research design specifications should be tested. The variables described in Tables 2.3
till 2.6 on those specifications provide a suitable base for this, because based on those specifications the
different research designs can be described.
In relation to the theory described here interesting research design specifications are the instructions, which
may have an influence on the WTP outcome and have possibilities for interesting manipulations. A
manipulation of instructions makes them feasible to test their effects on WTP outcome. I consider the supply
of a budget to the respondent fits will with this, because both may have psychological effects and different
levels of manipulations are possible.
The most fundamental choice to be made is the choice on which design those influences will be tested, on
which of the four common designs discussed, CV, CBC, EA or BDM. To check for different influences of
design manipulations on the WTP outcome, testing on two of those make comparisons possible. Because
4

this research is facilitated by market research agency Foodstep , online execution of the research is
preferred. These decreased possibilities for EA and BDM designs, and also make incentive-alignment more
complex when working with sample sizes of a few hundred respondents. Therefore CV and CBC designs are
used to test the influence of manipulations of instruction and budget on. By the nature of the distribution a
budget with real money will be both costly and administratively problematic, therefore a game money budget
is used.
Apparently for BDM and EA designs a certain level of instruction is necessary, as most authors are providing
relative elaborate instructions. Also manipulations in the supply of a budget may be less suitable in those two
categories - because a budget seems necessary for a proper execution of the research task. Therefore a

4

See for more information about the company (last visit July 30th, 2013): http://www.foodstep.com/information/onderzoek
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combinations of measurements on the effects on CV and CBC designs will be a good idea, those designs
seem suitable for manipulations on the budget and instructions. A schematic outline of those effects is drawn
in Figure 2.3, below.
For practical reasons, the designs chosen here are non-incentive-aligned. This is not necessarily causing a
decrease in validity, as Grunert et al. (2009) already made a concise comparison between CBC and ICBC
designs and found only minor differences in WTP outcome, 4.09 DKK versus 4.08 DKK. The number of
repetition in the choice task may cancel out some effects of non-alignment. Also, hypothetical stimuli are
possible, which is important for marketing purposes, as WTP research often is part of a new product
development track (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1995) and the design is practical in use (Lusk & Schroeder,
2004). Those arguments together, here it will be assumed that non-aligned designs for CBC may yield well
usable WTP results, and the online execution of the research is thus possible. For comparability, and same
practical issues, the CV design is also executed non-aligned. The absence of alignment in CV conditions
may however influence the WTP outcome more, compared to CBC designed research, as Grunert et al.
(2009) and Miller et al. (2011) are showing.

Figure 2.3 : Research design

The holistic approach of CBC designs seems trustworthy for manipulations with instructions on rationality, as
the method is relative rational by design: attributes are explicitly compared, with price (often) being one of
them. With hypothetical stimuli CV designs are also useable. By information asymmetry about the stimulus
product, this design is relative irrational, as there is relative opacity about quality constructs and product
attributes and the respondent only act on the information provided by the experiment. This could cause that
the budget frame respondents some more, as some may see budget as an additional quality cue. Summing
up, the variables to be manipulated, and their levels between brackets, will be:
Instruction (rational, intuitive, functional) ; Budget (yes, no) ; Method (cv, cbc)
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In CBC designs the stimulus product is presented in terms of its attributes, with price being one of those
attributes. This provides more transparency compared to other designs, as those basically only give
information with some sort of product description, visual image and/or experience of the product but are not
systematically providing attribute compositions. Hence CBC designs tend to lead to less information
asymmetry compared to other designs and by its nature is CBC more rational than other designs. Due to this
the decision making process is more thoughtful with respect to the stimulus and its attributes, and may
design specifications as incentive alignment or eventual presence of a budget to spent have less relevancy
compared to direct measurements, like a CV design - where information asymmetry is larger and perhaps
information is processed more via peripheral routes. To investigate this, the following hypothesis is
developed:
H1 In a CBC design the difference between no budget and a game money budget is smaller than the
difference between no budget and a game money budget in a CV design.

By reduced information asymmetry and the urge to rational information processing in the CBC designed
researches it is plausible that instructions for respondents to behave rational have more influence on the
WTP outcome in CBC designs, compared the influence of those instructions in CV designs. Therefore the
second hypothesis is:
H2 Instructions on rational behavior have a stronger influence than intuitive or no response strategy
instruction, leading to a larger gap in WTP outcomes in those conditions in CBC designs, compared to
the gap in WTP outcomes of rational instructions in CV designs.

The presence of a budget may act as anchor for the price in the perception of the respondents, but this
influence is presumably not the same in all conditions. In rational conditions the influence of budget as
anchor will probably be lower, and thus the WTP outcome. Therefore, the third hypothesis is:
H3 Instructions on rational behavior lead to a lower WTP outcome in game money budget condition
compared to intuitive or no instructions on response behavior.

The last hypothesis is about a three-way interaction effect between budget, instructions and design. We
assume that designs with more complex specifications, such as the presence of a budget and instructions for
response strategies, result in a higher validity. As a result WTP outcomes of more complex designs result in
smaller inter-method differences, compared to relative simple specified designs. So a design with budget
and instructions for response will know smaller inter-method differences than designs with no budget and no
instructions for response strategies - as the latter will have higher inter-method differences.
H4 Inter-method differences in WTP outcomes between CBC and CV designs are smaller in designs
with more complex design specifications, compared to less complex design specifications.

The four hypotheses are summarized in Table 2.8 below. They are based on manipulations on three different
variables, budget, instruction and design. Together the falsification or - temporarily - acceptance of the
hypothesis should lead to confirmation or rejection of (parts of) the conceptual model.
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Table 2.8 : Hypotheses
Hypotheses
In a CBC design is the difference between no budget and a game money budget smaller than the
H1

difference between no budget and a game money budget in a CV design
Instructions on rational behavior have a stronger influence than intuitive or no response

H2

strategy instructions, leading to a larger gap in WTP outcomes in those conditions in CBC
designs, compared to the gap in WTP outcomes of rational instructions in CV designs.
Instructions on rational behavior lead to a lower WTP outcome in game money budget condition

H3

compared to intuitive or no instructions on response behavior in game money conditions.
Inter-method differences in WTP outcomes between CBC and CV designs are smaller in designs with

H4

more complex design specifications, compared to less complex design specifications.

An interesting specification would be the supply of a budget to be used in the research, because this is a
theoretical base of incentive-aligned designs, and by the presence of a budget the stakes for the respondent
in the research will logically increase - as respondents often are requested to buy the stimulus from the
budget and the residual budget can be kept as fee. Also the presence of a budget enable to respondent to
spent money on the stimulus product, quite (but not totally)5 irrelevant to the personal social-economic
background. Basically of the discussed articles in the previous chapter, Grunert et al. (2009) are the only
who are comparing the role of a budget on fundamental bases, between real money and game money.
However no budget versus a real or game money budget are not decently compared - it was done by Ding et
al. (2005) on basis of an elasticity coefficient, but this is not comparable across researches.
The role of instructions in the various research designs is somewhat diffuse, in some designs a extensive
instruction on how to handle the research task is provided, while others supply only a brief order. This is
explicable by the nature of some designs: EA could be complex to respondents, and the task should be
explained clearly, while in a CV design the measurement in much more direct, and only some or none
introduction is necessary. But especially remarkable is the clarification provided with some designs,
especially BDM procedures, which incorporate the total process and also an instruction to use a strategy that
is rational to state maximum WTP. That this rational behavior is efficient in terms of economical axioms is not
the point of discussion here, but the instruction to do so is. This instruction, and the behavior in
consequence, is fundamental different to real life consumer behavior, which is perceived to be irrational most
of the times by a wide consensus of experts (Bazerman, 2009), since Tversky & Kahneman (1974) and

5

The handling of a budget supplied to the respondent is somewhat related to the personal social-economic background of the
respondent, as large differences in welfare, cultural development and/or social perception of the stimulus may affect the value
perception of the stimulus product and also may have influence on the perception of value of the budget. For example one respondent
with a extreme level of welfare may have a relative smaller increase in welfare by the supplied budget compared to a respondent with a
lower level of welfare, and the latter thereby might try to increase the residual amount of money after the research task. Also difference
in background could cause differences in perception on the stimulus product, as for example luxury goods are of high value for some,
but for others, lacking abundance on primary goods this value might be lower.
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Thaler (1980) introduced their theories on heuristics and bounded rationality. So therefore it will be
interesting to discover how, or if, those instructions influence the WTP outcomes.
2.9 Conclusion
Concluding to this chapter we can state that even sophisticated designs (like Miller et al., 2011 and Grunert,
2009), are not succeeding in producing impressive results, concerning inter-method comparisons.
Contemporary research is focused on finding inter-method differences, in order to find a proper
measurement tool for finding WTP levels, however no design is found with robust outcomes, compared to
similar executed designs. The different outcomes between researches are ambiguous, and their causes
remain unclear, while a large number of influencing variables on the measurement is found. This implicates a
vast amount of knowledge is lacking on WTP research.
The limitations in previous designed researches are numerous, and even though it would be nice, it will be
impossible to reflect and correct al the described limitations in the present research. To design a valuable
research, a different perspective would be useful. Therefore a research to what extent the design is
influencing the outcome (WTP) will be interesting, as the knowledge about design variations within a certain
research method, such as the presence of a budget for respondents in a CBC design for example, is limited.
Based on contemporary literature specific research questions 1 and 2 can be answered. In the following two
sections answers are provided, bases on the information presented in this chapter. Together with the results
from the following empirical phase, those should provide a solid base, able to answer the general research
question.
2.9.1 What kind of research designs are used in contemporary WTP research?
Available WTP research designs can be categorized in four different groups, distinguished by direct versus
indirect measurement and by incentive-aligned versus non-aligned measurements. Common used direct
measurements are contingent valuation and Becker-DeGroot-Marschak’s mechanism and common indirect
measurements are choice based conjoint and experimental auctions. Various authors have tried to compare
the different research methods in order to find a proper research method in a certain situation, however
results from different studies are contain inconsistencies in mutual outcomes of research designs. Those
intra-method differences are hard to explain, because the knowledge of the influence of choices made in the
research design is limited to day. Therefore future WTP measurements might benefit from increasing
knowledge on the influence of design specifications on the WTP outcome. Those intra-method differences,
differences within a research method, possibly caused by research design specifications, perhaps could
explain (parts of) intra-method differences found on other studies.
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2.9.2 What kind of effects are influencing WTP research methods?
WTP measurements are expected to be influenced by main effects like the choice of research method,
implementation of incentives in the research design, the kind of instructions to respondent used for the
research and the stimulus product. Those main effects directly influence the measurement, in what direction
and with what impact remains vague. Also interaction effects between the consumer and the research
design are present in terms of gender and mood. Other interactions are described between consumer and
stimulus in terms of familiarity, affection and involvement. To map those effects further might be a good
suggestion for further research.
The presence of those effects could bias WTP measurements in different ways thus for adequate research
the interaction effects should be taken care of in the research design, perhaps otherwise any unknown bias
may deflect the measurement, especially when comparing different research designs. However for now the
description of those main and interaction effects is not saturated and is open for further adaption and
expansion.
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3. Research design
Knowing that the goal of this research is to gain knowledge on intra-method differences, it is important to
gather data on this topic - therefore a design with some variation(s) within the research method will be
useful. This possibly provides information about how differences within a research method can exist and
from which inconsistent inter-method differences can be explained.
Based on the factors instruction (three levels), budget (two levels) and method (two levels) twelve
independent research groups (3 * 2 * 2) are developed. Each respondent is assigned to one of the groups
and thus will face the stimulus in one manipulated condition, supplemented with some general questions that
remain constant across conditions. In the next section the experimental procedure will be defined, and
subsequently in the following section the manipulations for the variables design, budget and instruction will
be defined and explained.
3.1 Experimental procedure
Beginning at the core of the procedure, the stimulus product will be presented, followed by an aim for the
sample size, such that it is possible to do statistical calculations with the data. Also some clarity is provided
about the route respondents follow in the experimental procedure.
Stimulus
As mentioned, the survey will be conducted online, facilitated by market research agency Foodstep. In order
to establish a mutual interest for the execution of this research the stimulus product was chosen in the
market area of Foodstep which they state to be ‘the world of eating, drinking and sleeping’. Products in a
retail environment are dismissed by the agency, and the stimulus must be some sort of out of home
consumption. We chose for a cup of coffee at a petrol station, with the agreed idea to research ‘what one is
willing to pay maximum for a cup of good fresh coffee at a petrol station’. The coffee is to be served in a
cardboard cup, as this is common in the Dutch petrol market. With this stimulus we are able to vary in
attribute levels in order to execute the CBC design.
Sample size
As three factors will be manipulated at respectively three, two and two levels, there are twelve research
conditions present, with a rule of thumb of n = 30 per condition some statistical calculations should be
possible. For the CBC conditions is chosen to aim for n = 50 per condition, to make sure enough data is
gathered per profile. Thus at least N = 480 is necessary for the general sample. Those respondents will be
selected from the panel Foodstep has access to, where respondents are registered voluntary. From the
respondent characteristics it is possible to select Dutch petrol customers from the pool. Panel clients who are
responding to the request for the survey will be randomly allocated to one of the twelve conditions. The goal
is the have an even distribution of gender over the twelve conditions, to exclude possible differences caused
by gender. Thus the goal will be to have similar homogeneities within the conditions.
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Survey routing
The routing of the respondent through the survey will be started with a selection question, as for this
research coffee users are preferred, and thus non-users will be opted out. This will be followed by a question
about the use or not of coffee at petrol stations by the respondent. In this case non-coffee users at petrol
stations will continue the questionnaire, as the WTP from this respondents remains interesting.
The respondent will then be confronted with the instruction manipulation, and or the budget manipulation.
More information about the manipulations will be provided in the next section.
In the CV conditions the respondent will receive a description of the stimulus and a closed question with
randomized starting point of a WTP range in the CV conditions. This will be followed by some questions
about the perception of price, based on the Dutch pricemeter concept (Kooiker, 1997) in order to discover at
what price the respondent regards a product cheap or expensive.
In the CBC conditions the respondents receive four profiles of attribute compositions at a time, accompanied
with a no-choice option, for the composition see Appendix A. The price of the stimulus is part of the attribute
composition in the profile, then respondents are requested to select the profile of their liking. The choice task
will be repeated five times, which is similar to Miller et al. (2011), and although their situation is somewhat
different, they made a convincing statement that five repetitions can give a good indication of preferences,
and they found the next significant increase in hit rate at nineteen choice tasks (2011b). Their CBC design
was evaluated pretty well, in comparison to other conditions, with the lowest number of drop outs (23 %) and
the highest evaluation to take the research again (with a mean of 5.59, measured on a 1 to 7 scale) (Miller et
al., 2011: 176). As their design fits our purpose well, here a similar design is chosen.
Those ‘core questions for CV and CBC’ will be followed up with some background questions, with three
questions about price image of the respondent regarding coffee, and price perception of coffee in petrol
stations in general. Then some background questions on the type of coffee user with respect to varieties and
brands in the petrol market. In the forthcoming section the content of the manipulations will be explained.
3.2 Level of manipulations
Within the two research methods used two variables will be manipulated in order to find intra-method
differences: whether the respondent receives a budget or not, what kind of instruction the respondent
receives.
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3.2.1 Instructions
The variable Instructions will be manipulated on three levels, and will be slightly different for CBC and CV
designs, as they both demand their own instruction. Level 1 will be a stimulation of intuitive information
processing, level 2 a stimulation for rational information processing and level 3 no stimulation for information
processing but supplies just a functional instruction. Because the questions will be distributed in Dutch, in
Appendix C the instructions are presented in Dutch.
Level 1 - Intuitive information processing
The intuitive instruction should be aimed at first impression responses; respondents should be encouraged
to supply their first thought instead of thinking in arguments. Therefore the explicit instruction to respond on
first impression is added, as well as the notion that any response is correct and there is no false answers
possible - to avoid that respondents may think that an answer should meet some conditions.
CV
In a moment you will see a number of questions about pricing of a product. The product is first
defined, then you can choose what you want to pay for the product. We are seeking your maximum
price.
The idea is that you complete the questions based on your first impression.
Other phrases (from [In a moment] to [no longer considered]) are perceived necessary to explain
respondents the experimental procedure in a relative neutral fashion. For the research the most important
part of the instruction is presented at the end of the instruction for reasons of attention of respondents. The
instruction for responses based on first impression are placed somewhat below the main instruction, the
increase attention for the sentence. The next intuitive instruction is for respondents in CBC conditions:
CBC
In a moment you will see a number of questions about pricing of a product. You will be shown 5 sets
of 4 products. For each set of 4 products you should imagine that you choose either one of the
products at the stated price, or no product at all. Each time select the most attractive option for you,
one of the 4 products or no product.
The idea is that you complete the questions based on your first impression.
The information provided to handle the CBC task is based on the instructions from Ding et al. (2005) for their
CBC. The phrase ‘select the most attractive option’ is common in CBC designs see also Table 2.4.
Level 2 - Rational information processing
The rational instruction should be aimed at analytical thinking and rational information processing. Therefore
the emphasis in the instruction is on consideration of buying, the importance of calling the upper limit of
one’s price range - and explicate the prices above that point would mean that buying is excluded.
Respondents are asked to think of key features of the product when viewing the product description, and are
asked to analyze the maximum price for the stimulus product, considering those features.
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CV
In a moment you will see a number of questions about pricing of a product. The product is described
first, based on a number of characteristics of the product. We like you to think of what you are willing
to pay for the product, so to consider what would be the highest price you want to pay. This highest
price indicates your upper limit: above this limit you would by no means buy the product.
It is recommended that after viewing the product description, you determine key product
characteristics for yourself and then think thorough when determining your maximum price. Such
that you do not pay too much, as this will be unfavorable for you at a definitive purchase situation.
In the first phrases again the experimental procedure is to be explained, but also are product characteristics
already involved here.
CBC
In a moment you will see a number of questions about pricing of a product. You will be shown 5 sets
of 4 products. The products differentiate based on product attributes. For each set of 4 products you
should imagine that you choose either one of the products at the stated price, or no product at all.
It is recommended that you determine key product characteristics for yourself and then think
thorough when selecting a product. Each time select the most attractive option for you, one of the 4
products or no product. Such that you do not pay too much, as this will be unfavorable for you at a
definitive purchase situation.
In the CBC instructions the information with respect to the CV design is replaced with instructions on the
CBC design, the nature of the instruction should be similar.
Level 3 - Functional instruction
The functional instruction consists of a relative natural instruction, based on a stripped down version of the
rational instructions. Thereby this instruction is positioned somewhere between the rational and the intuitive
instruction. The explanation that the upper limit is asked, and thus products with prices higher than the
mentioned price will not be considered by the respondent is also given here, and not in the intuitive
instruction as in the latter this may decrease first impression responses. The phrase [so to carefully consider
what would be the highest price you want to pay] is removed as well, because this part is especially aiming
at rational processing.
CV
In a moment you will see a number of questions about pricing of a product. The product is described
first, based on a number of characteristics of the product. We like you to think of what is the
maximum price you are willing to pay for the product, This highest price indicates your upper limit:
above this limit you would by no means buy the product.
It is recommended that after viewing the product description, you determine key product
characteristics for yourself and then think thorough when determining your maximum price.
Those instructions are stripped down regarding to explicit rational clues about information processing, and
lack the explication that paying too much is unfavorable. Sentences about the instructions are similar across
different conditions, so the response instruction is the same across the conditions.
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CBC
In a moment you will see a number of questions about pricing of a product. You will be shown 5 sets
of 4 products. The product differentiates based on product attributes. For each set of 4 products you
should imagine that you choose either one of the products at the stated price, or no product at all.
It is recommended that you determine key product characteristics for yourself and then think
thorough when selecting a product. Each time select the most attractive option for you, one of the 4
products or no product.
To ensure the impact and understanding of the instructions a manipulation check was done. The are checks
inspired on the studies on thinking styles measurements by Epstein et al. (1996), and consist of six
questions, of which three (top three in Table 3.1) are measuring the level of rationality and three (down three
in Table 3.1) are measuring the level of intuitive processing. Here is chosen for unipolar measurements as is
recommended by Epstein et al. (1996) and as could be implied on research of other advocates of two
separate thinking systems (Cacioppo et al. 1986; Gawronski and Bodenhausen, 2006). Novak et al. (2009)
provided the basis for the first two questions and those questions are reformulated for intuitive purposes (4
and 5).
Table 3.1 : Manipulation check
Statements - randomized order of items

Scale

1

I have carefully thought about my choice for the variant coffee

1-7

2

I have been stimulated by the text to carefully select my choice for the variant of coffee

1-7

3

By carefully thought I determine a better price for the coffee

1-7

4

I have determined a price whereby I felt good

1-7

5

I have been stimulated by the text to follow my intuition when determining the price for the coffee

1-7

6

To determining the price for the coffee based on my first impression, I solve the choice problem
well

1-7

The checks will be measured on a seven point scale from disagree to agree. The first and fourth question is
based on the work of Novak et al. (2009) who developed scale items for rational and intuitive processing.
The questions are included for checking how the decision of the respondent is made. In the second and fifth
question, respondents are asked if they feel stimulated to carefully select their choice for the variation of
coffee, or the price - dependent on condition. This is supposed to give insight in the way respondents feel to
be framed. The last question is each time about the consequence of that framing for the decision. The third
and sixth question are evaluating the perception of effectiveness for the rational and intuitive processing
modes. Because the manipulation checks are to be done after the WTP measurement, and be part of the
general background questions, the check cannot influence the WTP outcome.
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3.2.2 Stimulus descriptions for CV and CBC conditions
A product description is only necessary in CV conditions, as in CBC conditions the attribute composition
becomes clear in the profiles. Therefore in CV conditions the product description will be visually similar to
CBC conditions, to increase comparability, the description can be found in Figure 3.2 below. In CBC
condition instead an slide with neutral information about the procedure is supplied, indicating that
respondents need to select a product from a group of four and this will be repeated three times. Then the
respondent should select his or her favorite from their top three.

Figure 3.2 : Product description for CV design

Here is chosen for sets of four products. In literature often is chosen for sets of four profiles, as can be seen
in Table 2.4, with the exception of Ding et al. (2005) and Ding (2007) who use three profiles plus a no choice.
For what it is worth, here we follow to consensus in literature to use four profiles in a set, with the remark that
with an odd number of profiles one could be perceived as the ‘normal’ one - as this is the middle one. In
Bazerman (2009) such effects are described as plausible, but in other situations. To prevent that the
respondent fatigue the task is repeated five times.
3.2.3 Budget
The budget, of virtual money, will be supplied after the product description, in CV conditions, and after the
CBC instructions in the corresponding conditions. For this manipulation, two levels are used: no budget and
game money budget. For the first level no information will be provided to the respondent, so the existence of
a budget is not mentioned to respondents in those conditions. For respondents in game money budget
conditions the information below will be presented.
Level 1 - No budget supplied
For this manipulation no additional information is provided to the respondents.
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Level 2 - Game money budget supplied
Imagine that you receive a buying budget from us, of € 5.-. This money is to be used to buy the
product, so you can not spent more than € 5.- per buying decision, the rest of the money you can
keep.
The value of the budget is defined at € 5.-, which is a rather arbitrary budget but can be perceived as an high
price for coffee to go in the Netherlands, with common prices between € 1.70 and € 2.30. So with the
availability of such a budget, a respondent is able to pay a high price - if one should want to do so. A lower
budget could limit this perception of ability to pay, and a higher budget could be possible but may add
unnecessary complexity to the execution of the research. The research task in CV condition would be longer
and comparability with the CBC design outcome would be harder.
3.2.4 Method
The variation of method is manipulated in two levels, CV and CBC. How the methods are implemented is
described here. The CV condition will be followed by some questions inspired on the pricemeter (Kooiker,
1997) that are after the perception of the price, with respect to research task intensity this should fit to CBC
conditions.
Level 1 - CV
The CV designed conditions consists of closed questions. Respondents first receive a product description,
which is visually similar to a CBC profile but does not contain a price, see Figure 3.2. The attribute
composition is similar to one of the CBC profiles. After the stimulus description the WTP question follows.
The question is formulated with an introduction sentence and a short question, to be answered with yes or
no:
How much would you be willing to pay for this cup of coffee?
Are you willing to pay € X? Yes/No
With for X values in the range € 1.00 - € 3.50, with increments of € 0.50 and a randomized start value. The
top of the possible answer range for X is € 5.00, so one cannot answer a WTP for higher than € 5.00. So
actually the respondent will answer a range of questions, and at some value there is a tipping point. This
point, the first ‘no’, is the maximum price one is willing to pay. But because the increments are relatively
large compared to the price, on extra question is asked at the tipping point namely minus € 0.25, to sharpen
the tipping point some more. An example of an answer pattern is sketched below, to provide some more
insight:
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Table 3.2 : Example of CV procedure
Question

Answer

Next step

Are you willing to pay € 1.50?

Yes

+ € 0.50

Are you willing to pay € 2.00?

Yes

+ € 0.50

Are you willing to pay € 2.50?

Yes

+ € 0.50

Are you willing to pay € 3.00?

No

- € 0.25

Are you willing to pay € 2.75?

Yes

End - WTP level

If the answer to the first question is ‘no’, because for example the randomized starting point is € 3.50, the
next question will be € 0.50 downwards. For the range is chosen for the high end similar to the budget
supplied, in applicable conditions, and on the downside a relative low price regarding the distribution channel
(for example is McDonalds one of the cheapest suppliers in the channel with a coffee price of € 1.00), such a
strategy for the price range is also applied by Miller et al. (2011). This relative wide range should facilitate the
expression of the respondents.
The price meter questions follow on the extra question. They will be preceded with a short instruction slide,
with a small explanation, to prevent to annoy respondents with possibly perceived superfluous questions.
The four questions are open:
Bij welke prijs begint u het product duur/te duur/goedkoop/te goedkoop te vinden?
At which price you are starting to perceive the product expensive/too expensive/cheap/too cheap?
In data analysis it would be interesting to see whether a correlation may exist between the price at which
price the respondent regard a product too expensive and the maximum price one is willing to pay. Also the
relation between the randomized starting point and the WTP outcome can be an interesting relation.
The stimulus product composition in CV conditions comparable to one of the CBC profiles and is composed
as shown in Figure 3.2, with relative high quality, not fair trade, coffee made from fresh ground coffee beans
and one can get from self service. This fits some parts of the distribution channel and is probably acceptable
for a wide range of people.
Level 2 - CBC
The CBC designed conditions consists of five sets of four profiles with price in a range of € 1.00 and € 3.50,
which is smaller than the CV designs. The price range is cut off to prevent to measure too much low end and
high-end prices and thus gather to little information on the center of the range. By not doing so, a larger
number of profiles is necessary, with the discrimination between profiles will thus be smaller (since other
attributes remain similar), this might increase annoyance at respondents and thereby decrease the usability
of their responses. In Figure 3.3 below a draft for the profiles and the attribute compositions with the attribute
levels is presented. The attributes involved with the cup of coffee at the petrol station are price, preparation,
service, quality and fair trade.
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Figure 3.3 : Draft for CBC profiles with attributes and attribute levels

Attributes are selected for their ability to discriminate, but also to be well understood by respondents. The
levels ‘instant’ and ‘freshly ground’ for the attribute preparation can be important for respondents because
they imply a different product and thus a different experience. The attribute service is divided in the levels
‘self service’ and ‘the coffee is prepared for you’, which is a regular difference in Dutch petrol stations. The
attribute quality with the levels ‘acceptable’ and ‘high’ is ambiguous and could be different to the perception
of various respondents. However this may not a problem as the individual perception of the very respondent
is of influence of the individual WTP only. The attribute fair trade is not equally important for all respondents,
but for those respondents who care about fair trade, it can make a difference.
Based on the attribute composition of [2*2*2*11*2], the number of possible profiles is 176. Only a maximum
of twenty (four times five) profiles can be shown to the respondents, so the composition of the choice sets is
an important consideration. Because the main point of interest is whether the respondent chooses for the
profile similar to the CV condition, or not - with the associated price, such that the WTP from this profiles can
be inferred - the CV profile will be used as base and will be part of each of the five choice sets. This means
that 15 positions for profiles are vacant (5 choice sets times 4 profiles, of which one is yet the base profile).
Leaving price as attribute out of the consideration, 16 profiles are possible (2*2*2*2), one of them being the
base profile. This means the 15 vacant positions can be filled with the remaining profiles, and thus each
profile occurs 1 time - except for the base profile. Goal for the composition of the choice sets is to have each
attribute level included in each choice set such that the reoccurrence of the attribute level within the choice
sets is minimized. The amount of triple attribute levels in one choice set is counted in the second row in
Table 3.1. Because the base profile is occurring five times, the levels from that profile are reoccurring more
than others, 8 times too much in total. This could be solved by the generation of more profiles, but as this will
complicate the design further, this is not chosen to do so. In Table 3.1 the combination of profiles in the
choice sets is given, the part profiles are presented in total, in Appendix A.
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Table 3.3 : Choice sets
8

H

N

V

Z

0

1

0

1

8

H N

V

Z

0 0

1

0

8

H N

V

Z

1 1

0

0

8

H N

V

Z

0 0

1

1

8

H N

V

Z

1 0

0

0

# Attribute levels
>2 in set
# Profile | composition

3

G

N

A

Z

15

G F

A

I

11

G F

V

I

1

G F

A

Z

16

H F

A

I

# Profile | composition

9

G

N

V

I

7

G N

V

Z

4

H N

A

Z

5

G F

V

Z

6

H F

V

Z

# Profile | composition

2

H

F

A

Z

12

H F

V

I

14

H N

A

I

10

H N

V

I

13

G N

A

I

Abbreviations:

Quality High:

H

Fair trade: F

Fresh prepared: V

Someone prepares for you: I

Quality Average: G

Regular: N

Automatic:

Self service: Z

A

Here is dealt with part profiles, as the attribute price is not yet part of the profile. For the attribute price, 11
levels are chosen, in the range of € 1.00 and € 3.50 with steps of € 0.25. For the aim of this research the
most important information is whether the respondent choses the base profile, or chooses the no choice
option. Therefore it is useful to present the base profile as an interesting option compared to the other
profiles, and then with the variation of price for the base profile the WTP can be inferred.
The price of the base profile will be drawn from the price range used, and the price other profiles will be
based on this price. There will be a surcharge for the attribute levels fair trade (instead of regular in the base
profile) and coffee is prepared for you (instead of self service). The surcharge for fair trade will be + € 0.75
on the base price, the surcharge for coffee is prepared for you is + € 0.50. With those surcharges a
meaningful price variation is included in the design, as those attribute levels commonly been seen as added
value to the base product.
The attribute price has 11 attribute levels, but only 5 can be shown to each respondent. To ensure a proper
distribution of prices in the CBC, three sub conditions are composed. In Table 3.2 the respondent allocation
to the price levels is shown, for the price of the base profile.
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Table 3.4 : Respondent allocation to price range distribution for each of the six CBC conditions
A
€ 1.00

x
x

€ 1.75
€ 2.00

x

x
x

x

€ 2.75
€ 3.00

x
x

€ 2.25
€ 2.50

C

x

€ 1.25
€ 1.50

B

x
x

x

€ 3.25

x
x

€ 3.50

x
1/4*n

1/2*n

1/4*n

Because it is expected that the mid section of the range is around the WTP of the respondents, half of the
respondents in CBC conditions will be part of sub-condition B. Sub-conditions A and C receive together the
other half of the respondents. By doing so, instead of just randomized prices, we ensure that all prices
happen evenly in the CBC conditions. To prevent for order effects, the sequence of the prices is manipulated
as well. Therefore the order and prices of the sets are systematically distributed, based on so-called Latin
squares. In Tables 3.5 - 3.7 the order for the supply of choice sets is given, corresponding to the three subconditions A, B and C from Table 3.2.
Table 3.5 : Latin square for CBC sub-condition A
€ 1.00

€ 1.50

€ 2.00

€ 2.50

€ 3.00

Aa

1

2

3

4

5

Ab

5

1

2

3

4

Ac

4

5

1

2

3

Ad

3

4

5

1

2

Ae

2

3

4

5

1
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Table 3.6 : Latin square for CBC sub-condition B
€ 1.25

€ 1.75

€ 2.25

€ 2.75

€ 3.25

Ba

1

2

3

4

5

Bb

5

1

2

3

4

Bc

4

5

1

2

3

Bd

3

4

5

1

2

Be

2

3

4

5

1

€ 1.50

€ 2.00

€ 2.50

€ 3.00

€ 3.50

Ca

1

2

3

4

5

Cb

5

1

2

3

4

Cc

4

5

1

2

3

Cd

3

4

5

1

2

Ce

2

3

4

5

1

Table 3.7 : Latin square for CBC sub-condition C

The order of profiles within the choice set, is randomized, to prevent for order effects here as well, with
exception of the no choice option, which is the last option in each choice set. Thus to prevent for any biases
the distribution of respondents within each of six CBC conditions will be guided by three price range subconditions, and those subsequently by five different orders of choice sets, leading to (6 * 3 * 5) 90 CBC
conditions. Besides the six main conditions, the different price distributions and orders of presentation of
choice sets are only purposed for an even distribution of data, not for analyses of hypothesis.
3.3 Analysis
For doing analysis, the research method is important for the selection of kind of analysis. In the CV designed
conditions, a mean WTP per condition or manipulation group, can be derived direct from the data. For CBC
designed conditions, after all indirect measurements, some additional processing is required to reach WTP
levels per condition.
Since this research method is an indirect one, no direct mean WTP per respondent or per condition should
be calculated, but should be derived from the stated preferences. IBM SPSS is used to analyze the choice
preferences in the six conditions based on CBC design. To analyze the preferences of respondents
multinomial logit is necessary to be used, as the choice data is multinomial (choices between more than 2
alternatives) and the choice probability is somewhere in the interval [0,1] (Lattin et al., 2003).
To analyze the data McFadden’ conditional logit model for qualitative choice behavior was used (McFadden,
1973). But this did not result in useable coefficients, possibly due to a lack of discrimination between the
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profiles. Therefore another approach is chosen. There were 774 observations for the stimulus profile from
CBC conditions. The mean price of those observations was € 2.25. The WTP is determined to select the
6

highest observation per stimulus profile per respondent . This results in 279 unique observations.
Now the data is feasible to conduct a factorial ANOVA model, with method, instruction and budget as
between-subjects factors. For the analysis IBM SPSS is used. Pairwise comparisons will be made with
Bonferroni adjustment, in order to be able to compare levels (when applicable).
The analysis of the pricemeter is based on some intersection points. The optimal price point (OP) is on the
intersection of the too cheap and too expensive lines, and indicates the point with the lowest resistance;
equally amounts of people consider the product too expensive or too cheap. At this point the demand is
maximized. The indifference price (IP) could be considered as the normal price, equal amounts of people
consider the product expensive and cheap. Market prices between IP and MPE should be considered as
expensive, and prices between MPC and IP should be considered as cheap. The total range between MPC
and MPE is the acceptable price range
How authors deal with outliers is not always defined (Ding, 2005; Xue et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2011; Dost
and Wilken, 2012) and this may possibly be a cause for some differences. In the study of Grunert et al.
(2009) six (6) cases where deleted (having a WTP of 0 DKK), leaving 551 cases in the study. With this
amount of figures it seems not assumable such modifications influence the inconsistencies very much. In this
research outliers are unlikely due to the closed questions in all conditions.

6

The WTP is derived like this due to the insignificant coefficients from the multinomial regression model see also Section 4.2.3.
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4. Results
In this chapter the outcomes from the empirical research are presented, first some general information about
the sample will be provided, and subsequently the analysis of the influence of design specifications on the
WTP outcome of research conditions CV and CBC will be described and explained.
4.1 Descriptive results
The survey was sent to a selection of 1800 coffee using respondents who earlier in 2013 responded to
7

Foodstep’s annual Petrol Monitor , 559 persons responded (31%). By making this selection additional
information on background characteristics of respondents is available, and because from the Petrol Monitor it
is known if respondents are coffee users, the target group of this research is reached more easily. The
research was conducted online between July 17th and July 23rd 2013. Of the 559 respondents, 50 did not
complete the survey and nine (9) where screened out based on the first question, whether the respondent is
a coffee user, or not. The 59 not completed surveys were deleted from the dataset, thus a net response of
500 respondents is used for further analysis.
258 respondents are women (52%) and 242 are men (48%), which is not that much deviating from the
8

national figures of 49 percent men and 51 percent women . The distribution of gender across the different
research conditions is presented in Table 4.1 below. The distribution is less even than the general
distribution, with possible problems for conditions 2, 6 and 10. This should be kept in mind when interpreting
the results.
Table 4.1 : Demographic results from different conditions

% Female

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

48%

36%

45%

57%

47%

36%

55%

59%

49%
1

10

11

12

63%

56%

52%

2

χ [df = 11] = 16.043, p = 0.140

35 percent of the respondents is younger than 40 years of age, which is a bit low compared to the 48 percent
younger than 40 year old people in the Netherlands7, important element to this difference will be the
proportion younger than 18 year olds, which is in the sample only 1 observation (0.2 percent). Logically this
is due to restrictions in the target group: it is not logical that a large part of the customers of coffee at a petrol
station not own a driver license. This omission of people younger than 18 years in the sample might have
some influence on the results. The disposable income rises with the rise of age7 and as such maybe people
in the sample may have some more to spend, compared to national average. However for the purpose of

7

See for additional information on the Petrol Monitor: http://www.slideshare.net/Ankedemartines/informatie-npo-2012-en-petrolmonitor2012-foodstep-11082219 (last visit August 1st, 2013). This information is provided by Foodstep.

8

Figures are from 2013 in The Netherlands and were downloaded from the Central Bureau of Statistics http://statline.cbs.nl (last visit
August 1st, 2013).
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this research, this will not necessarily cause problems, when the distribution across conditions is uniform.
Because age is part of the imported respondent characteristics from the Foodstep’s Petrol Monitor, age is
questioned in categories, such as 18-24 years old, 25-29 years old, and so on, and thus it is not possible to
2

calculate an average age per cluster. Therefore differences are tested with chi-square (Χ [df = 99] =
100.801, p = 0.421) and there seems no reason the assume differences. Because 66.7 percent (80 cells)
have a minimum expected count less than five the Monte Carlo procedure is used to test the significance,
resulting in a 99 percent confidence interval of the p-value of 0.408 to 0.433.
Table 4.2 : Basic results
Origin

%

Car

%

Petrol and coffee

%

Zuid-Holland

22 %

One or more car

90.2 %

(Nearly) daily coffee use

87.2 %

Noord-Holland

15 %

Several times a week

8.4 %

Gelderland

15 %

Private driver

38.3 %

Once a week

1.6 %

Noord-Brabant

10 %

Combined driver

61.7 %

Once or several a month

1.4 %

Limburg

6.6 %

Once or several a year

1.4 %

Utrecht

6.4 %

Truck driver

2.2 %

Overijssel

6.2 %

Delivery van

5.0 %

(Nearly) daily coffee at petrol

7.0 %

Friesland

5.2 %

Cab / cab van

2.0 %

Several times a week

15.6 %

Groningen

5.0 %

Bike

11.0 %

Once a week

15.6 %

Zeeland

3.6 %

Scooter

16.0 %

Once or several a month

24.6 %

Drenthe

2.8 %

Other vehicle

1.2 %

Once or several a year

31.0 %

Flevoland

2.2 %

Never

6.2 %

Furthermore, in Table 4.2, some interesting figures from the data are that most of the respondents come
from Zuid-Holland (22%), Noord-Holland (15%), Gelderland (15%) or Noord-Brabant (10%), the rest of the
provinces each supply less than 10 percent of the respondents. 90 percent of the respondents own at least
one car, and 38 percent drive a car only private and 62 percent of the respondents combine business with
private purposes for the car. Only 2 percent of respondents in the sample are truck drivers. This implies a
reasonably homogeneous background of the respondent with respect to kind of drivers. 75 percent of all
respondents visits the same (in terms of brand and location) petrol station, of those who do not, 18 percent
generally visit the same brand of petrol station. Of the total sample, 20 percent does not visit the same petrol
station or brand.
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Table 4.3 : Basic results
Price of coffee at petrol

%

Kind of coffee

%

Brand preference of coffee

%

I know exact

9.6 %

Black (milk, sugar)

52.2 %

Familiar from home/retail

33.3 %

I know approximately

64.8 %

Cream coffee

11.6 %

No, but I can estimate

24.0 %

Decaf

3.4 %

No, no clue

11.2 %

Espresso

9.4 %

Cappuccino

39.8 %

I think ≤ € 2.00

75.7 %

Café-au-lait

6.6 %

I think > € 2.00

24.3 %

Latte Macchiato

5.2 %

Catering brand, not available in
retail
Brand is not important

14.9 %
51.8 %

In Table 4.3 basic results regarding coffee in the petrol channel are presented. 87 percent of all respondents
use coffee on a daily basis. Coffee use in a petrol station is done relative incidental, several times a year, by
31 percent of the respondents and 25 percent have a higher frequency, of several times a month. Daily
coffee consumption at a petrol station is being done by 7 percent. Most consumption is of black coffee (52%)
or cappuccino (40%), and brand is not important for 52 percent of respondents, but a familiar coffee brand,
either from home (33%) or catering industry (15%) is valued by a substantial part of the sample. Coffee at a
petrol station is perceived expensive or too expensive by 47 percent of all respondents, compared to 51
percent at local facilities and 42 percent at fast food restaurants, this is relative high. About 55 percent of the
respondents says he/she know approximately the price of a cup of coffee at a petrol station, of which 76
percent thinks this price is € 2.00 or less.
4.2 The price of coffee
In this section the effects of the manipulations and the interaction effects will be tested, a graphical overview
of the to be tested effects is presented in Figure 4.2. To see whether the manipulation for the instructions
was successful a manipulation check was designed and this will be reviewed first.

Figure 4.1 : Overview of tested differences
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4.2.1 Manipulation check
The manipulation check was included for an indication of the influence of the instruction manipulations on
rational and intuitive processing. The manipulation check consisted of three questions for measuring the
level of rationality and three questions for the level of intuition. The reliability of those three item scales is
tested with Cronbachs α in order to check whether the scales are feasible for the measurement of underlying
dimensions. For the scale ‘Intuition’, Cronbachs α = 0.835 and will not be higher if any items are deleted from
the scale. The value of α = 0.835 can be seen as a good reliability for a scale with three items (Field, 2013).
For the scale ‘Rationality’ Cronbachs α = 0.723 is found, again the reliability will not be any higher when
items are deleted from the scale. The scale for rationality is acceptable in terms of reliability (Field, 2013).
To test if the differences per condition are significant different repeated measures ANOVA is used, for doing
so, the assumptions for repeated measures ANOVA should be met (Lattin et al., 2003). The normality of the
distribution of the residuals of Rationality and Intuition therefore should be tested, therefore KolmogorovSmirnov is used, and this indicates that the residuals of both Rationality (K-S Z = 1.334, p = 0.057) and
Intuition (K-S Z = 1.086, p = 0.189) could be assumed to be normal. The skewness for the residuals of
Rationality (-0.696 [σ = 0.179]) and Intuition (-0.321 [σ = 0.179]) and the kurtosis (Rationality 0.645 [σ =
0.356] and for Intuition 1.367 [σ = 0.356]) also indicate that normality could not be assumed. To test for
equality of covariance Box’s M (M = 41.425, F (df = 33) 1.229, p = 0.172) was not significant, thus we can
assume equality of the covariance matrix across groups.
In Table 4.4 the results of the tests for the effect of instructions, budget and method as main effect on
Rationality and Intuition, as well as their interaction effects are presented. The main effects neither the
interactions have a significant effect. So far, we can state that the manipulation of instructions might not have
worked as dominant as proposed.
Table 4.4 : Effect sizes for manipulation check and interactions
Factor

2

Type III SS

P

η

Instructions

(df = 2) = 29.421

0.473

0.003

Budget

(df = 1) = 32.673

0.197

0.003

Method

(df = 1) = 26.119

0.249

0.003

Instructions * Budget

(df = 2) = 38.100

00114
0.379

0.004

Instructions * Method

(df = 2) = 81.499

0.126

0.008

Budget * Method

(df = 1) = 18.140

0.332

0.002

Instructions * Budget * Method

(df = 2) = 7.446

0.827

0.001
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Although we already now differences are not significant, the scores per dimension in each condition are
presented in Table 4.5. To review the dominant dimension per condition, in the right hand side column a
single value per condition is calculated, the mean of rationality is subtracted from the mean of intuition. As
such, differences between conditions are more apparent. A positive number indicates that respondents in
that condition score higher on intuition and a negative number indicates that respondents in that condition
score higher on rationality. Thus conditions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9 and 10 are more rational and 4, 8, 11 and 12 are
more intuitive. In condition 5 is intuition and rationality are exactly equal. There is no unambiguous direction
in the results of the manipulation check. This might indicate that the influence of the instructions on the
cognitive processing of respondents is limited, which was reflected in the WTP outcomes from the different
instructions as well.
Table 4.5 : Scores for Intuition and Rationality per condition
Difference
Condition

Label

N = 500

Intuition

Rationality

Intuition - Rationality

1

CV - Intuitive; No Budget

31

13.55

14.45

- 0.9

2

CV - Intuitive; Budget

31

15.10

15.42

- 0.32

3

CV - Rational; No Budget

31

14.58

14.77

- 0.19

4

CV - Rational; Budget

30

14.70

14.43

0.27

5

CV - Functional; No Budget

30

14.47

14.47

0.00

6

CV - Functional; Budget

31

15.13

15.45

- 0.32

7

CBC - Intuitive; No Budget

56

14.25

14.59

- 0.34

8

CBC - Intuitive; Budget

56

14.98

14.73

0.25

9

CBC - Rational; No Budget

51

14.51

15.22

- 0.71

10

CBC - Rational; Budget

51

14.63

14.76

- 0.13

11

CBC - Functional; No Budget

52

13.83

13.58

0.25

12

CBC - Functional; Budget

50

13.96

13.46

0.50

For the purpose of this research the most important element is to check whether manipulated instructions
have an influence on the scales for Rationality and Intuition. This effect was not significant (p = 0.473, see
also Table 4.4) and thus the instructions have had no influence on the experienced cognitive processing
during the research task. To be able to directly compare the mean outcomes, in Figure 4.2 the scores for the
different instruction groups are present.
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Figure 4.2 : Estimated Marginal Means of Manipulation check (Rationality = 1, Intuition = 2)

Functional instructed conditions score the lowest on both Rationality and Intuition, compared to intuitive and
rational instructed conditions. The differences in Rationality between intuitive and rational instructions are
marginal, while this difference is larger on the Intuition scale. All mutual differences are tested with Tukey’s
posthoc test, and are not significant different (p > 0.05). However the manipulation of instructions on
cognitive processing might not have worked, the analysis will be performed to investigate if the instructions
perhaps influence the WTP measurement.
4.2.2 WTP results
Before starting analysis regarding the WTP first the distribution will be examined. In Figure 4.3 the
frequencies are plotted across a normality curve. There is a peak in frequencies on 300 cents. The mean
WTP is 247.02 cents, with a standard error of 3.696 cents. The WTP does not seem normal distributed. The
kurtosis is -0.957 [σ = 0.231] and skewness is -0.302 [σ = 0.116], and that might imply limited deviations
from normality. To be able to conduct ANOVA the studentized residuals of WTP are tested with K-S Z =
2.135 and p = 0.000, which confirms that the residuals are not normally distributed. Respondents are
randomly assigned to one of the twelve conditions, thus independent observations are assumed.
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Figure 4.3 : Distribution of WTP

Before doing ANOVA also Levene’s Test for Equality of Error Variances is conducted (F (df = 11) = 2.080, p
= 0.021) and from that test the assumption for equality of variances is violated. Thus we cannot assume
homogeneity of variances. Despite the violations, the ANOVA is conducted anyway, but when interpreting
the results those deviations from normality and homogeneity should kept in mind. In Table 4.6 below the
results of the ANOVA are presented, testing the effects of the manipulations as main and interaction effects
9

on the WTP .
Table 4.6 : Effect sizes for manipulations and interactions
Factor

2

Type III SS

p

η

(df = 2) = 11293.263

0.224

0.007

Budget

(df = 1) = 2490.373

0.416

0.002

Method

(df = 1) = 1034349.225

0.000

0.389

Instructions * Budget

(df = 2) = 290.212

00114
0.962

0.000

Instructions * Method

(df = 2) = 584.113

0.925

0.000

Budget * Method

(df = 1) = 48.319

0.910

0.000

Instructions * Budget * Method

(df = 2) = 684.949

0.913

0.001

Instructions

9

To be able to check the results, Kruskal Wallis is performed, as this does not require a normal distribution of the dependent variable.
The results are comparable to the ANOVA results:
2
Method lead to different outcomes (χ (df = 1) = 170.185, p = 0.000)
2
Instructions do not lead to different outcomes (χ (df = 2) = 2.524, p = 0.283)
2
Budget or no budget do not lead to different outcomes (χ (df = 1) = 0.645, p = 0.422)
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The only significant effect is from method (p < 0.001) with an effect size of 0.389, what can be seen as a
fairly strong effect (Field, 2013). Other manipulated effects of budget and instructions are not significant, and
thus we can assume that the mean WTP outcomes from the different effects are not different. The interaction
effects are all (very) insignificant with a p-value higher than 0.9.
For each of the twelve conditions the mean WTP outcome is presented, in Table 4.7 as well as an intramethod ratio based on these means, to be able to make comparisons. The ratio is calculated to examine
differences between manipulations within one method (CV and CBC) and with the most neutral of conditions:
with functional instructions and without a budget, thus 5 and 11. Between the methods, CV and CBC, there
tend to be a difference in WTP outcome: CBC conditions lead to higher WTP outcomes than CV conditions.
Table 4.7 : Basic results from different conditions
Condition

Label

N = 500

Mean WTP

95% Confidence Interval

Ratio

1

CV - Intuitive; No Budget

31

€ 1.97

1.74 - 2.20

1.04

2

CV - Intuitive; Budget

31

€ 1.88

1.63 - 2.14

1.00

3

CV - Rational; No Budget

31

€ 1.83

1.59 - 2.07

0.97

4

CV - Rational; Budget

30

€ 1.83

1.63 - 2.03

0.97

5

CV - Functional; No Budget

30

€ 1.88

1.53 - 2.22

1.00

6

CV - Functional; Budget

31

€ 1.83

1.77 - 1.97

0.97

7

CBC - Intuitive; No Budget

56

€ 2.95

2.81 - 3.08

1.02

8

CBC - Intuitive; Budget

56

€ 2.92

2.76 - 3.08

1.01

9

CBC - Rational; No Budget

51

€ 2.81

2.63 - 2.99

0.97

10

CBC - Rational; Budget

51

€ 2.76

2.56 - 2.96

0.95

11

CBC - Functional; No Budget

52

€ 2.90

2.76 - 3.05

1.00

12

CBC - Functional; Budget

50

€ 2.82

2.64 - 3.00

0.97

The insignificances of the instruction and budget manipulations are reflected in the limited differences in
ratios between the conditions. When just looking at ratio’s for making comparisons (what is not unusual in
literature, see also Miller et al., 2011), rational instructions seem to lower the WTP somewhat, with a similar
effect in CV and CBC conditions. The presence of a budget is making the mean WTP somewhat lower,
except between conditions 3 and 4, where no difference in ratios is present.
4.2.3 Gaining results from CBC Conditions
For conditional logit models some assumptions must be checked, the nature of the distribution of the error
term should either be a Weibull distribution (McFadden, 1974 in Lattin et al., 2003) or a Gumbell type II
extreme value distribution (Guadagni & Little, 1983 in Lattin et al., 2003). The estimated distribution
parameters of the variable indicating choice are scale 2.057 and shape 3.120, indicating that a Weibull
distribution can be assumed. Also the error terms should be independent and identically distributed (Lattin et
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al., 2003). In Figure 4.2 the error terms are plotted, there seems no reason to assume that the error terms
are not identically distributed. However there may be some dependence between the error terms, as the
plots seem to have a similar distribution. This could be due to the multiple observations per respondent.

Figure 4.4 : Distribution of error terms on dependent variable choice

The model has a log likelihood of 22709.774, compared to the log likelihood of the beginning block
2

(23273.969) this is significant different at p < 0.001 (Χ [df = 6] = 519.810), which implies the model is
feasible to use, and the covariates in the model have a significant influence on the choice made. The
coefficients for the general model are presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 : Coefficients for the general model
Attribute

Levels

Preparation

0 = Freshly ground
1 = Instant

Quality

0 = High
1 = Medium

Certification
0 = No label
1 = Fair trade
and ecologic

Service

No choice

Price

0 = Self service
0 = n/a
Absolute
1 = Someone prepares 1 = No choice

β

0.116

0.974

-0.554

-0.856

0.068

0.000

p

0.154

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.725

0.516

The coefficients for the attributes preparation, no choice and price are not significant; these for quality,
certification and service are significant at p < 0.001. This implies that price and preparation have no
significant effect on the choice made from the profiles. It should be kept in mind that the stimulus profile
(similar to the CV conditions stimulus, with an attribute composition of [0,0,0,0]) was made artificially more
attractive by the surcharge of certification and service, when a profile has higher attribute levels. When a
profile has other attribute levels on the attributes preparation and quality, the product is considered to be
inferior to the stimulus profile. By doing so, the stimulus profile is always the most attractive profile, in terms
of quality and/or price, this is done because the purpose of this study is to discover a maximum price for the
base profile (and not so much gather true utility coefficients).
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To see whether instructions and budget manipulations have an impact on the preference coefficients, the
regression was also performed on the six conditions separately. In Table 4.9 the resulting coefficients are
presented.
Table 4.9 : Attribute coefficients for 6 CBC conditions
Attribute

Levels

Preparation

0 = Freshly ground
1 = Instant

Quality

0 = High
1 = Medium

Certification
0 = No label
1 = Fair trade
and ecologic

Service

No choice

Price

0 = Self service
0 = n/a
Absolute
1 = Someone prepares 1 = No choice

CBC condition 1 | Intuitive instructions | No Budget
β

0.007

1.243

-0.910

-1.156

0.272

0.000

p

0.975

0.000

0.000

0.007

0.562

0.965

CBC condition 2 | Intuitive instructions | Budget
β

0.239

0.978

-0.595

-0.956

-0.366

0.000

p

0.200

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.478

0.849

CBC condition 3 | Rational instructions | No Budget
β

0.125

0.859

-0.805

-0.863

0.157

0.000

p

0.552

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.731

0.807

CBC condition 4 | Rational instructions | Budget
β

0.195

0.994

-0.732

-0.752

-0.094

-0.002

p

0.355

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.840

0.174

CBC condition 5 | Functional instructions | No Budget
β

-0.213

0.694

-0.472

-0.915

-0.018

0.000

p

0.304

0.000

0.010

0.000

0.969

0.747

CBC condition 6 Functional instructions | Budget
β

0.322

1.088

-0.042

-0.576

0.518

0.001

p

0.077

0.000

0.797

0.001

0.307

0.701

Because the coefficients from the Cox regressions are not significant for the attributes preparation and price
and for the no choice dummy, this limits the possibilities of further calculations towards the WTP with those
coefficients. Therefore WTP for the CBC conditions is calculated on a different manner: first the CV profiles
are isolated in the data and subsequently the highest price observation per respondent is selected. Those
values (maximum of one per respondent) count as WTP in this analysis. This results in 269 observations for
a maximum price of a CV profile.
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4.2.4 Results from CV conditions
However differences are tested with a general ANOVA model, it can be valuable to test the CV conditions in
a separate model. Because the price prompted in the first question (the value of X in “Are you willing to pay
X?”) is manipulated as well. This price can be included as a covariate. This is not applicable for CBC
conditions.
The distribution of the residuals of the dependent variable price CV is tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s
Test (K-S Z = 2.049, p <0.001) and indicates that the distribution is not normal; but the skewness (1.037 [σ =
0.184]) and kurtosis (1.180 [σ = 0.365]) indicate reasonable values. Equality of error variances within groups
is tested with Levene’s Test (F (df = 5) = 0.902, p = 0.481) and indicates equality can be assumed. Despite
the violation of the normal distribution, the analysis continues, with the interpretation of the results this should
be kept in mind.
Table 4.10 : Univariate analysis with dependent variable price CV
Factor

2

F

η

p

Price first question

F (df = 1) = 0.705

0.004

0.402

Instructions

F (df = 2) = 0.358

0.004

0.358

Budget

F (df = 1) = 0.102

0.001

0.749

Instruction * Budget

F (df = 2) = 0.082

0.001

0.922

The tests of the main effects and the interaction effect are all insignificant, indicating that the mean WTP not
is influenced by the different factors. Thereby we can conclude that the manipulations regarding instructions
and budget have no influence on the outcome in the CV design. The influence of the manipulated price of
the first question has no reference effect.
4.2.5 Pricemeter results
Respondents in the conditions 1 to 6 also received questions based on the pricemeter design. The results
from those questions are presented in Table 4.11, and have four values per condition, too cheap, cheap,
expensive and too expensive. The values found in the CV conditions (WTP = € 1.87) are between cheap and
expensive, and the values from CBC conditions (CBC = € 2.86), are above too expensive.
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Table 4.11 : Pricemeter results
Label

n

Too cheap

Cheap

Expensive

Too expensive

1

CV - Intuitive; No Budget

31

€ 0.78

€ 1.02

€ 2.16

€ 2.45

2

CV - Intuitive; Budget

31

€ 0.66

€ 0.96

€ 2.03

€ 2.50

3

CV - Rational; No Budget

31

€ 0.67

€ 1.06

€ 1.88

€ 2.31

4

CV - Rational; Budget

30

€ 0.66

€ 0.88

€ 2.06

€ 2.47

5

CV - Functional; No Budget

30

€ 0.61

€ 0.95

€ 2.16

€ 2.48

6

CV - Functional; Budget

31

€ 0.64

€ 0.85

€ 1.93

€ 2.37

€ 0.66

€ 0.96

€ 2.04

€ 2.43

Overall mean variable

The values at Too expensive are indicative for WTP, but not exactly equal. To be precise, the value right
below Too expensive is the WTP, as the question is ‘At which price you think the product is too expensive,
and you don’t consider buying anymore’. Values for Too expensive from intuitive conditions are higher than
the values in rational conditions. Budget seem to moderate the value of Too expensive in intuitive and
functional conditions, but not in rational conditions.
Above all the pricemeter is especially useable to establish a price range of acceptable price for consumers,
based on those four values. In Figure 4.1 below, those points are estimated. With the values of cheap, too
cheap, expensive and too expensive, four points can be indicated: the marginal point of cheapness (MPC),
the marginal point of expensiveness (MPE), the indifference price (IP) and the optimal price (OP). The points
are indicated in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 : Pricemeter results

The total range between MPC and MPE is the acceptable price range, here that would be between € 1.25
and € 1.63. That seems a bit off the price coming from the CV designed questions – which is answered by
the same respondents, therefore some further explanation of the mutual positions of these outcomes is
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demanded. At the mean price of the CV outcomes, € 1.87 - the nearest response options for the pricemeter
were € 1.75 and € 2.00, which are both evenly far away from € 1.87 – between 19.40 and 35.94 percent of
all respondents consider the product too expensive, and between 0.00 and 14.05 percent consider the
product too cheap, see also the figures in Table 4.12. The largest part of the respondents consider the
product expensive at the price of € 1.87, between 38.32 and 58.86 percent.
Table 4.12 : Cumulative percentages of pricemeter
Reference
point
€ 1.00

Too cheap

Cheap

Expensive

Too expensive

24.21 %

35.76 %

3.16 %

2.70 %

€ 1.25

MPC

18.67 %

25.22 %

7.24 %

3.78 %

€ 1.50

MPE

15.13 %

13.68 %

20.78 %

8.86 %

€ 1.75

MPE/ mean CV

14.05 %

10.60 %

38.32 %

19.40 %

€ 2.00

Mean CV

0.00 %

8.52 %

58.86 %

35.94 %

On the MPC, € 1.25, the product is considered to be cheap by 25.22 percent and expensive by 7.24 percent.
On the MPE, € 1.63, the product is considered to be cheap by between 10.60 and 13.68 percent and
expensive between 20.78 and 38.32 percent. This sketches a relative expensive perspective on the mean
CV price.
For testing the significance of a Pearson correlation a normal distribution is required (Field, 2013), so again
with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test the distribution will be tested for normality for the involved variables
price first question (the first price suggestion), expensive and too expensive, and cheap and too cheap (all
from the pricemeter). The variable Price first question is not normally distributed (K-S Z = 1.847, p < 0.01).
The variable Expensive is also not normally distributed (K-S Z = 2.376, p < 0.001), and the variable Too
expensive neither (K-S Z = 2.042, p < 0.001). The other variables cheap (K-S Z = 2.120, p < 0.001) and Too
cheap (K-S Z = 2.107, p < 0.001) are also not normally distributed. The variable WTP is also involved, but
the K-S test was already reviewed above. These deviations from normality could be problematic, therefore
the skewness and kurtosis is also reviewed and presented in Table 4.13. It seems to be that the distributions
have their center of gravity further to the origin (Too cheap and cheap) or further away (Too expensive and
expensive) compared to a normal distribution, which is logical regarding the content of the variables.
Therefore the correlation analysis is performed with non-normal distributed variables anyway.
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Table 4.13 : Distributions of pricemeter variables
Factor

Skewness

σ

Kurtosis

σ

Price first question

0.032

0.179

-1.206

0.356

Too cheap

0.859

0.179

0.918

0.356

Cheap

0.470

0.179

0.141

0.356

Expensive

0.932

0.179

2.814

0.356

Too expensive

1.066

0.179

2.882

0.356

In Table 4.7 the Pearson correlation coefficients are presented. It appears that the price suggestion in the
first question of the CV design (“Are you willing to pay X for the coffee?”) has some weak correlation with the
pricemeter outcomes expensive (r = 0.189), too expensive (r = 0.185) and cheap (r = 0.161). The
correlations coefficients with too cheap from the pricemeter and the WTP resulting from the first CV question
are not significant. This might mean that the prompting of a higher first price leads to a higher evaluation in
pricemeter questions. But considering the low correlation coefficients (all below 0.2) and the absent
correlation coefficient with WTP outcome it is more likely that this effect is rather marginal. The small effect
found for the correlation between Price first question and perception of expensiveness is interesting. This
may mean that respondents are relative rational in their evaluations of prices, and are not per se guided by
the questions itself.
Table 4.11 : Correlations in CV conditions 1-6
Too
expensive

Expensive

Cheap

Too Cheap

WTP
from CV

Mean of
variable

K-S test

WTP

0.560 **

0.676 **

0.410 **

0.316 **

1

€ 1.87

Z = 2.049
p = 0.000

Price first
question

0.185 *

0.189 *

0.161 *

0.094

0.062

€ 2.21

Z = 1.847
p = 0.002

Mean of
variable

€ 2.47

€ 2.06

€ 0.97

€ 0.67

€ 1.87

KolmogorovSmirnov

Z = 2.042
p = 0.000

Z = 2.376
p = 0.000

Z = 2.120
p = 0.000

Z = 2.107
p = 0.000

Z = 2.049
p = 0.000
* Correlation is significant at α = 0.05
** Correlation is significant at α = 0.01

Obviously the correlations between WTP and the pricemeter variables are stronger. Probably because
respondents with a higher WTP level also have higher individual perceptions of expensiveness and
cheapness. This indicates convergent validity. It is interesting that the highest correlation is found between
Expensive and WTP, rather than Too Expensive and WTP. This can be due to the WTP from the CV
conditions, that is in between Expensive and Too expensive.
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The between condition differences are tested with a repeated measures ANOVA design, with the three
instruction and two budget groups as between subject factors. Again Pillai’s Trace is used, for it’s robustness
against violation of the normality assumption. But also because Box’s M is 128.779 and is significant at p <
0.001, by which equality of the covariance matrix across groups cannot be assumed. Mauchly’s test of
Sphericity (W (df = 5) = 0.313) is significant at p < 0.001, by which the assumption of sphericity is met. In
Table 4.12 the results of the model are presented.
Table 4.12 : Effect sizes design for pricemeter and interactions
Factor

2

Pillai’s Trace

η

p

Pricemeter

(df = 3) = 0.008

0.848

0.000

Pricemeter * Instructions

(df = 6) = 0.010

0.007

0.136

Pricemeter * Budget

(df = 3) = 0.002

0.031

0.856

Pricemeter * Instructions * Budget

(df = 6) = 0.005

0.029

00114
0.109

The effect for the main effect of pricemeter, that consists of the four observations in the pricemeter: too
cheap, cheap, expensive and too expensive, is significant at p < 0.001 and is very strong. Also all pairwise
comparisons of means of the four observations are all significant different from each other at p < 0.001. The
insignificance of the interaction effects implies that the manipulation of instructions and budget have no
influence on the outcomes of the pricemeter.
Table 4.13 : Between subject effect sizes
Factor
Instructions
Budget
Instructions * Budget

2

Type III SS

p

η

(df = 2) = 2226.877

0.551

0.006

(df = 1) = 918.526

0.501

0.003

(df = 2) = 1544.479

0.683

0.004

In Table 4.13 the between-subjects effects are presented, to show the influence of instructions and budget
and their interaction on the pricemeter outcomes. No significant effect is present, which implies that the
manipulations have no influence on the pricemeter outcomes.
4.2.6 The influence of method
The influence of method on WTP outcome is the only of the manipulations that has a significant effect.
Because there are only two levels in this factor, it is thus logical that the mean outcomes will differ. The
mean outcomes are presented here, in Table 4.14.
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Table 4.14 Different outcomes for method
Level mean

Std. Error

CV - CBC

CV

186.799

4.637

-98.966

CBC

285.765

3.755

Level

p = 0.000

The difference between the WTP outcomes from the two methods is € 0.99 cents. This can be regarded as a
large difference on the price of a cup of coffee. Thus we can state that method has an important influence on
WTP outcome, which is comparable to findings in literature (see for example Grunert et al., 2009 or Miller et
al., 2011).
4.2.7 The influence of instructions
The main effect of instructions on WTP outcome is not significant. However are in this section the mean
outcomes compared, and tested with Bonferroni adjustment. The results are presented in Table 4.15. The
differences are smaller compared to the differences between the methods, but the standard errors are
somewhat larger.
Table 4.15 : Pairwise comparisons for instructions
Level
Rational

Level mean

Std. Error

230.455

5.149

Intuitive

242.834

5.016

Functional

235.558

5.332

R-I

R-F

I-F

-12.380

-5.103

7.276

p = 0.257

p = 1.000

p = 0.962

The largest difference is between rational instructions and intuitive instructions. This is according how the
instructions were designed: to cause differences especially between rational and intuitive instructions. The
difference of € 0.12 is not significant. The difference between rational instructions and functional instructions
is the smallest, with € 0.05. And the difference between functional and intuitive instructions is € 0.07. The
latter two differences are highly insignificant, which can be explained by the size of the difference and the
size of the standard errors, which are comparable.
4.2.8 The influence of a hypothetical budget
The effect of a hypothetical budget on WTP outcome is not significant. The difference in the means between
respondents with a budget and without is also small, € 0.05 cents, and insignificant as can be found in Table
4.16. The mean outcome of the budget conditions is somewhat lower compared to the no budget conditions,
which is in line with the design of the research.
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Table 4.16 : Different outcomes for budget and no budget
Level mean

Std. Error

B - NB

Budget

233.854

4.257

-4.856

No budget

238.710

4.257

Level

p = 0.416

4.3 Evaluation of hypotheses
In Table 4.17 the hypotheses are presented once again. Per hypotheses will be examined whether it should
be falsified or assumed for now. After the hypotheses, general conclusions about the results will be drawn.
Table 4.17 : Overview of hypotheses
Hypothesis
In a CBC design is the difference between no budget and a game money budget smaller than the difference
H1

between no budget and a game money budget in a CV design
Instructions on rational behavior have a stronger influence than intuitive or functional instructions, leading to

H2

a larger gap in WTP outcomes in those conditions in CBC designs, compared to the gap in WTP outcomes
of rational- or other instructions in CV designs.
Instructions on rational behavior lead to a lower WTP outcome in game money budget condition compared

H3

to intuitive or functional instructions in game money conditions.
Inter-method differences in WTP outcomes between CBC and CV designs are smaller in designs with more

H4

complex design specifications, compared to less complex design specifications.

4.3.1 Hypothesis 1
The interaction between method and budget is tested with the ANOVA model in Table 4.6. Here is presented
that the interaction is highly insignificant with a p-value of 0.910. Thus this implies that no differences are
assumed between the interactions in Hypothesis 1. To find out what is going on between the different WTP
outcomes the results are presented in Table 4.18.
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Table 4.18 : Budget versus method
CBC

Std. Error

CV

Std. Error

Budget

282.999

5.407

184.709

6.577

No budget

288.532

5.211

188.889

6.540

Difference

5.533

Level

4.180

The difference between budget and no budget in CBC is larger than the difference between budget and no
budget in CV. This effect is also insignificant. Thus the hypothesis is not accepted.
4.3.2 Hypothesis 2
This hypothesis is based on the interaction between instruction and method, which is an insignificant
interaction effect, with a p-value of 0.925. So we can assume there are no differences between the
instruction groups compared over the two methods. Because just comparing means is also may give insight
in the size of the differences, in Table 4.19 the relevant means are presented. The most relevant comparison
is between rational instructions and intuitive instructions.
Table 4.19 : Instruction versus method
CBC

Std. Error

CV

Std. Error

Rational

278.280

6.503

182.629

7.984

Functional

285.848

6.826

185.268

8.194

Intuitive

293.168

6.163

192.500

7.916

Difference

14.888

Level

9.871

The difference between rational instructions and intuitive instructions in CBC conditions is 14.888 cents, the
difference between rational instructions and intuitive instructions in CV conditions is 9.871 cents. Thus the
gap in WTP outcomes between rational and intuitive instructions is larger in CBC designs, compared to CV
designs. Therefore the direction of this hypothesis is accepted, but since the effect is not significant the
Hypothesis 2 is not accepted.
4.3.3 Hypothesis 3
This hypothesis is based on the interaction between instructions and budget, which is not significant with a pvalue of 0.379. Therefore again no differences between the instruction groups compared over the budget
and no budget groups can be assumed. Again, the means are however compared in Table 4.20. The most
relevant comparison is between rational and intuitive instructions.
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Table 4.20 : Instruction versus budget
Budget

Std. Error

No budget

Std. Error

Rational

229.170

7.367

231.739

7.195

Functional

232.307

7.636

238.808

7.445

Intuitive

240.085

7.108

245.583

7.080

Difference

10.915

Level

13.844

The difference between rational and intuitive instructions in budget conditions is 10.915 cents, and that
difference is 13.844 cents in no budget conditions. The outcomes in the game money conditions are slightly
lower compared to the no budget conditions, making the hypothesis pointing in the right direction. The
differences are very marginal, € 0.03 and € 0.06 cents, and this is not significant. Therefore Hypothesis 3 is
not accepted.
4.3.4 Hypothesis 4
The three-way interaction effect on which this hypothesis is bases is not significant: it has a p-value of 0.827.
Therefore no differences are assumed between the instructions, budget and method. To be able to compare
means in Table 4.21 the relevant mean outcomes are presented, as well as the calculated differences.
Conditions with rational instructions and a game money budget could be seen as the most complex, they
have the longest instructions and a buying constraint is present. Therefore for this hypotheses the outcomes
of those conditions are compared with functional instructions without a budget, which could be considered as
the most plain conditions. Because the hypothesis should test the presence of inter-method differences, four
conditions are compared, rational with budget, CV and CBC and function with no budget, CV and CBC.
Table 4.21 : Selected results
Inter-method difference
CV

CBC
CBC - CV

Rational instructions + budget = complex

182.759

275.581

92.822

Functional instructions without budget =
straightforward

187.500

290.116

102.616

The difference between CV and CBC in the complex conditions is 92.822, which is smaller compared to the
difference of 102.616 in the more straightforward condition. Again this can indicate that the direction of the
hypothesis is right, but the differences are not significant, and thus Hypothesis 4 is not accepted.
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4.4 Conclusion
In Figure 4.6 the overview of tested effects is presented again, with the significant effect of method on WTP
incorporated. The other effects are not significant at an α of 0.05. The effect of method is reasonably strong
with an effect size of 0.389 and highly significant. This effect is comparable to earlier findings of Grunert et
al. (2009) and Miller et al. (2011) in terms of different means. The effect sizes of their tests were not included
in their publications.

Figure 4.6 : Effects found on WTP

By now, it should be possible to answer the third specific research question, based on the gathered results,
which is: Can intra-method variations in the research design cause differences in the WTP outcome? From
Figure 4.6 it easily can be seen that the unambiguous answer to this question should be “no”. The
manipulations regarding instructions and a hypothetical budget did not cause significant different WTP
outcomes. Only significant differences were caused by the method.
Furthermore, the possibility of an anchoring or reference effect was tested with the calculation of a
correlation between starting price and WTP outcome, and the influence on the pricemeter outcomes, in CV
conditions. Those correlations indicate no reason to assume there is a reference effect present. Concluding
to the results found in this chapter we can state that the influence of variations in the research design on the
WTP outcome is limited.
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5. Conclusion and discussion
This research is the first to structurally test the effects of research designs specifications on WTP outcomes,
in order to find intra-method differences. These intra-method differences are not found in this research. Only
a main effect from method on WTP is found. Conditions based on CBC lead to a higher WTP outcome of €
2.86, compared to € 1.87 from the CV conditions. The higher level in CBC conditions can be due to the
presentation of the product in a choice set, such that the respondent is able to make comparisons between
alternatives. This could justify a higher price level for the respondent. Another possibility is that the
directness of the question for price in the CV method makes respondents more aware of the topic of
research and the price of the stimulus. This research was designed in order to be able to make comparisons
between different conditions, therefore the range of the response possibilities was kept equal.
The mean WTP outcome from the CBC conditions is high (€ 2.86) compared to market prices (between €
2.00 and € 2.30). The market price is accepted by 87 percent of the respondents, those indicated they buy
coffee at a petrol station sometimes. This implies that the CBC outcome maybe is the closest to the true
WTP level in the market.
The pricemeter provides a reference for the outcomes of the direct measurement. If the CV is able to
measure maximum price, the value of the WTP resulting from CV should be approximately comparable with
the Too expensive point from the pricemeter. Because in the CV the maximum price is asked that one would
be willing to pay. But these outcomes diverge, with a lower outcome from the CV question, which is more
comparable to the expensive variable in the pricemeter. This could either mean that the stimulus product is
experienced as expensive, which is plausible for coffee in the petrol channel, but it can also mean that the
CV design lead to a fair price. Market prices in the channel are often higher than the outcomes from CV
questions, thus apparently people are willing to pay more than the stated price. This is supported by the
question that respondents, 76 percent, consider the price to be below € 2.00. Pricemeter seems to be a
proper instrument when looking for an upper limit, as it could be that the respondent is better able to
understand the purpose of the question and thus be able to answer the question better.
The inter-method difference that is found here is comparable to findings in contemporary literature, in Table
5.1 an overview of some ratios is presented. In this research the conditions with game money are considered
incentive-aligned, and however this may be different to the research of Miller et al. (2011) and some
conditions of the research of Grunert et al. (2009), the conditions are more similar with incentive-aligned
conditions than non-aligned conditions.
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Table 5.1 : Overview of comparable ratios
CBC

ICBC

CV

ICV*

BDM

EA

IEA

X

X

1.03

1.00

X

1.01

0.99

0.84

0.84

0.96

1.00

X

1.01

0.93

Miller et al. ‘11

1.76

1.11

1.30

1.00

1.06

X

X

This research

1.54

1.51

1.01

1.00

X

X

X

Grunert et al. ’09 – base
product
Grunert et al. ’09 –
product improvement

*) ICV is used as basis to calculate ratios on

Between the CBC and ICBC conditions the differences in the study of Grunert et al. (2009) and this study are
relatively similar, the difference between Miller et al. (2011) is larger. The same order of effects is present
between CV and ICV conditions. In this research, a higher WTP is found from CBC and ICBC conditions.
That is similar to the outcomes from Miller et al. (2011), but contrary to the findings of Grunert et al. (2009).
This might be due to different operationalizations of the different designs.
The small intra-method difference ratios found in this research may be due to the structural manipulations:
only the presence of a budget is different between conditions. This is a different design than the conditions in
the research of Miller et al. (2011). Grunert et al. also (2009) concisely manipulated design differences
between conditions, and the gaps between outcomes are relative similar in size compared to the gaps found
in this research. The differences between CV and ICV are in a different direction. Inter-method difference
ratios in this research are relatively large, compared to both Grunert et al. (2009) and Miller et al. (2011) their
studies. It is not clear where this difference may come from. Miller et al. (2011) and Grunert et al. (2009) use
real money in their aligned conditions. This might explain why the difference between the aligned and the
non-aligned conditions is larger in Miller et al. (2011) their study compared to this study. Maybe a
hypothetical budget is not sufficient to act as an incentive-alignment. But the difference between alignment
and non-alignment is small as well in the study of Grunert et al. (2009). It is possible that the stimulus
product has an effect here; Grunert et al. (2009) and we are using food products (soup and coffee), while
Miller et al. (2011) use a cleaning product. By now it is time to answer the problem statement in this
research:
How can intra-method differences in the research design be of influence on measured WTP?
In this research we did not find evidence that intra-method differences can influence the WTP outcome.
Structural manipulations of instructions and budget did not lead to different WTP outcomes. Further research
with manipulations of other research design specifications is necessary to investigate if other specifications
also have no influence.
No significant correlations were found for influences of the starting bid, thus the level of a first price
suggestion is not reflected in the final WTP outcome. It can be assumed that there is no reference effect of
the first price prompted to the reference, on the WTP outcome. This leads to the conclusion that the WTP
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level is influenced by the method that is chosen, but not so much by the other design specifications within
that method.
From the manipulation check we can conclude that the instructions on rational and intuitive cognitive
processing did not succeed. Also no significant different WTP outcomes were found either. This implies that
the instructions did not influence the processing and that intra-method differences may be found with other
manipulations on the instructions. The use of a hypothetical budget did not lead to a significant effect on
WTP. Apparently a hypothetical budget is not a strong manipulation and cannot completely substitute for real
money. So with the manipulations between the research conditions in this research no differences on the
WTP outcome were caused, and no intra-method differences are found.
5.1 Discussion
For the interpretations of the outcomes of this research it is valuable to consider whether not finding intramethod differences is caused by the research design of this study. The main effects in this research are
carefully controlled and manipulated, however the length of the instructions is not equal, the rational
instructions are longer than the intuitive instructions, functional instructions are on purpose in between them
in terms of length. Differences found thus might (partly) come from the difference in length, and not
necessarily be content. However the manipulation check indicated that the manipulation was not very
successful, thus differences cause by the length of the instruction are not plausible as well. It seems that the
manipulation of the WTP by the instructions did not succeed at all. The interaction effects, other than those
to be tested, are as much as possible homogenized: only customers of coffee in petrol stations are included,
thus the involvement with the stimulus product is equalized and it is reasonably to assumable that familiarity
is relative homogeneous as well. Affection can cause differences in evaluation of the stimulus product, as
only 87 percent of the respondents use coffee on a daily basis. In general, it is acceptable to assume that
interaction effects with the stimulus are not obstructing the effects we are interested in.
It is possible that talking about prices makes respondents more sensitive of price and their responses
regarding prices. This is also supported by the omission of influence indicated by the manipulation check. To
reduce the possibility of increased sensitivity about prices, the purpose of the research and the stimulus was
only exposed in the research instructions - which were manipulated – and not before in some kind of
introduction of the research.
Price awareness may also explain the absence of differences in CV conditions. Of the total sample states 55
percent that they approximately know the price of coffee in the petrol channel, of which 76 percent thinks that
the price is lower or equal to € 2.00. This might be reflected in the mean overall outcome of CV conditions of
€ 1.87, what could be an estimate of the market price.
In both this study and Miller et al. (2011) their study CBC and ICBC outcomes are higher compared to
outcomes from ICV and CV conditions. But in the study of Grunert et al. (2009) the outcomes of CBC and
ICBC conditions are lower. It is interesting to understand how this could happen. The most salient difference
is the stimulus, which is a ready-made soup product in Grunert et al. (2009), but which is a base product in
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this study and in Miller et al. (2011). A higher outcome from (I)CBC conditions makes sense, because by the
indirect measurement price is part of an attribute composition and the trade off between certain attributes
and a higher prices becomes more visible. For now it is unclear what has caused the lower outcomes in
Grunert et al. (2009) their design. Maybe repeating the tests with a different stimulus product, such as a less
frequently bought, more expensive product – Ding (2007) for example uses an iPod – gives additional
insight.
The choice preferences in the CBC conditions are analyzed with multinomial logit. The most important
coefficients to calculate WTP, the coefficients for price, are however insignificant. Thus the WTP in CBC
conditions is derived in another way (see section 3.3). Something went wrong with the design of the
research. This could be due to the absence of influence of the manipulations of the instructions and the
budget, but when all CBC conditions are aggregated the coefficients for price, no choice and preparation are
still not significant (Table 4.8, p.p. 77). Probably the differences between the stimulus product and the other
profiles were, in the perception of the respondents, not distinctive enough. The attribute preparation consists
of the levels ‘freshly ground’ and ‘instant’. The majority for out of home coffee is nowadays freshly ground
coffee: on the cheap side of the market one can buy freshly ground coffee for € 1.00 (McDonalds). The
insignificant level of the coefficient for the no choice can be a consequence for the absence of a buying
obligation. There is no incentive for respondents to judge whether they would buy a coffee at all, or not. The
emphasis of the research is on the selection of one of four profiles. This is however not necessarily a
problem in the design. The insignificant level of the attribute price is indeed a problem. This might be a result
of limited differences in price between the profiles in the choice sets, which is between € 0.00 and € 1.25. In
other publications this kind of price ranges are used however (seemingly) without problems (Ding et al.,
2005; Ding, 2007; Grunert et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2011). The stimulus profile is made the most interesting:
other profiles have either inferior quality or a higher price. This can be causing a consensus about the
preference of the stimulus profile among respondents, and make price a less important determining factor for
the choice.
To state frankly that manipulations of instructions and budget have no influence on the WTP outcome, some
more knowledge should be gathered. In further research it is recommendable to test whether the stimulus
product used here has an effect. Maybe less frequently bought and more expensive products, where
cognitive processing is more often rational (Bazerman, 2009), the manipulations of instructions and/or
budget may have a different influence. To exclude the possibility that the stimulus product influences the
results in this research, this should be tested in further research.
Manipulations should better be done with a real money budget, this was for practical reasons not possible in
this research and thus game money is used. Based on comparisons of this research, that of Miller et al.
(2011) and Grunert et al. (2009), we would expect that a real money budget would work better. The
manipulations for the instructions did not succeed, therefore adapting the instructions and test those
instructions may lead to different results. How those instructions should be composed could be topic of
research.
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To be able to state whether research instructions can influence the WTP measurement, the effect of
instructions should be tested in EA and BDM designed research. These methods, with relatively complex
research task may be more vulnerable to instructions, but research should sort this out. The same accounts
for a budget: EA and BDM designs are practically always used with a buying obligation, with real money. But
to examine whether a budget has no influence at all on the WTP outcome, those methods should be tested
with game money. To gain a complete overview of possible intra-method effects this should be tested in
further research as well.
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6. Recommendations
Now we have made plausible that the research design has an influence on the WTP measurement it is
important to consider controlling the biases caused by instructions, budget and future found effects. An
important element of the conclusions found is that the necessity to elaborate on the impact of decisions
made in the research task (like: “Make sure you do not pay too much”) is limited, and thus a relative neutral
kind of instructions can be sufficient for generating useful results. Confronting respondents with a game
money budget to buy the stimulus product seems to bias the outcome downwards, possibly due to a higher
awareness about money, see also Table 5.1.
Also a challenge is how to choose a design wisely for a research assignment. However there was not a main
effect found between the outcome of the two methods used here, there seems to be some sort of effect, as
in other comparative studies (such as Grunert et al., 2009 and Miller et al., 2009) differences were found and
there are different interaction effects found in this research. But when controlling the specifications well in
applied WTP research a comparative research design with more than one research method seems not very
informative. In addition all research methods have their advantages and limitations thus what method is the
best is situation dependent.
6.1 Do’s when doing WTP research

- There are no significant effects were found for the instructions, so explanations of the research method
cannot harm the measurement. But it is advisable to keep the instruction as neutral as possible. There
might be any influence when the stimulus product is varied.

- A research design without a (hypothetical) budget is feasible for proper WTP measurement, there is only a
limited differences between mean outcomes

- Measurement with one research method is advisable, this prevents for effects caused by the method. Per
situation a proper design should be chosen.

- CBC could be ‘favorite’, but requires more analysis and more time in the questionnaire due to the
more extensive research task.

- The pricemeter is an informative instrument, with a realistic price range as result and is possible to
incorporate in surveys.

- When closed questions are used in CV designed research, the first price to prompt to the respondent (Are
you willing to pay X?) is not of vital importance. There was no reference effect found.
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Appendix A – CBC Profiles
Attributen
Smaak

Levels
-

# Levels

Gemiddeld

Hoog

2

Duurzaamheid -

Fair trade

Niet duurzaam

2

Bereiding

-

Automaat

Vers

2

Prijs

-

€ 1,00 - € 3,50

Bediening

-

Zelfbediening

11
Iemand bereidt je koffie

2

16 profielen
1
Gemiddeld; Fair trade; Automaat; Zelfbediening
2
Hoog; Fair trade; Automaat; Zelfbediening
3
Gemiddeld; Niet duurzaam; Automaat; Zelfbediening
4
Hoog; Niet duurzaam; Automaat; Zelfbediening
5
Gemiddeld; Fair trade; Vers; Zelfbediening
6
Hoog; Fair trade; Vers; Zelfbediening
7
Gemiddeld; Niet duurzaam; Vers; Zelfbediening
8
Hoog; Niet duurzaam; Vers; Zelfbediening
9
Gemiddeld; Niet duurzaam; Vers; Iemand bereidt je koffie
10
Hoog; Niet duurzaam; Vers; Iemand bereidt je koffie
11
Gemiddeld; Fair trade; Vers; Iemand bereidt je koffie
12
Hoog; Fair trade; Vers; Iemand bereidt je koffie
13
Gemiddeld; Niet duurzaam; Automaat; Iemand bereidt je koffie
14
Hoog; Niet duurzaam; Automaat; Iemand bereidt je koffie
15
Gemiddeld; Fair trade; Automaat; Iemand bereidt je koffie
16
Hoog; Fair trade; Automaat; Iemand bereidt je koffie
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Appendix B – Questionnaire
In this appendix the questionnaire is included, derived from how it was programmed in the software from
Foodstep. Because of the different conditions, an ascending numbering of questions is problematic, as not
all respondents see the same questions, but also some questions are in common. Each respondents is
random assigned to one condition. In order to follow this questionnaire, it is advisable to follow it per
condition, the routing through the questions should make sense then.
Each respondent is routed from an common part to one of the 12 main conditions, and from there on to a
common end part. Conditions 6 till 12 consist each of 15 subconditions (3 subconditions, times 5 ‘subsubconditions’), just for an equal distribution of assigned prices. Those subconditions are not feasible, nor
used, for analysis, only the 12 main conditions are. The questions are distributed in Dutch, thus so is the
questionnaire below.
Algemene instructies en vragen
Deze vragenlijst gaat over de {\i}{\b}prijsbepaling{\\}{\\} van een product. De omschrijving van het product
maakt deel uit van het onderzoek en ontvangt u zometeen.
De vragenlijst begint met een aantal algemene vragen om er achter te komen wat voor producten u gebruikt.
Het invullen van de vragenlijst duurt {\b}ongeveer 10 minuten{\\}.
Q1 Drinkt u weleens koffie? Bijvoorbeeld op het werk, thuis, onderweg of in de horeca?
1=(Vrijwel) dagelijks
2=Meerdere keren per week
3=1 x per week
4=1 of enkele keren per maand
5=1 of enkele keren per jaar
6=Nooit
Q2 Drinkt u weleens koffie bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}?
1=(Vrijwel) dagelijks
2=Meerdere keren per week
3=1 x per week
4=1 of enkele keren per maand
5=1 of enkele keren per jaar
6=Nooit
Conditie 1 CV Int Geen
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst omschreven,
waarna u kunt aangeven wat u voor het product wilt betalen.
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{\b}We zijn op zoek naar uw maximale prijs.{\\} Het is de bedoeling dat u de vragen invult op basis van uw
{\b}eerste indruk.{\\}
[…]
Het gaat om een {\b}beker koffie{\\}, bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}, zoals hieronder omschreven is.
{\b}Let op{\\}: We leggen u een aantal {\i}verschillende prijzen{\\} voor.

Blok prijsmeter
Bij welke prijs begint u het product {\i}{\u}duur{\\}{\\} te vinden?
Bij welke prijs begint u het product {\u}{\i}zo duur{\\}{\\} te vinden, dat u {\u}niet{\\} meer bereid bent die prijs
voor het product te betalen?
Bij welke prijs begint u het product {\i}{\u}goedkoop{\\}{\\} te vinden?
Bij welke prijs begint u het product {\u}{\i}zo goedkoop{\\}{\\} te vinden dat er {\i}{\u}twijfels aan de
kwaliteit{\\}{\\} gaan ontstaan?
2=€ 0,25
3=€ 0,50
4=€ 0,75
...
39=€ 9,50
40=€ 9,75
41=€ 10,00
Conditie 2 CV Int wel
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst omschreven,
waarna u kunt aangeven wat u voor het product wilt betalen.
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{\b}We zijn op zoek naar uw maximale prijs.{\\} Het is de bedoeling dat u de vragen invult op basis van uw
{\b}eerste indruk.{\\}
[…]
{\b}Zorg niet teveel betaalt, omdat dat bij een daadwerkelijke aankoop situatie ongunstig voor u zou zijn. {\\}
Stelt u zich voor dat u van ons een aankoop {\b}budget{\\} ontvangt van {\b}€ 5,-.{\\}
Met dit geld moet u het product betalen, u kunt dus {\i}niet meer uitgeven dan € 5,- per aankoop,
de rest van het geld houdt u zelf{\\}.
Blok prijsmeter
Conditie 3 CV Rat geen
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt omschreven op
basis van een aantal karaktereigenschappen van het product.
Wij willen u vragen te bedenken wat u {\b}maximaal{\\} voor het product over heeft, dus zorgvuldig af te
wegen wat de hoogste prijs zou zijn die u wilt betalen. Boven deze prijs neemt u de aanschaf van het
product dus niet langer in overweging.
Het is aan te raden dat u na het bekijken van de product omschrijving belangrijke product eigenschappen
voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het bepalen van uw maximale prijs.
{\b}Zorg niet teveel betaalt, omdat dat bij een daadwerkelijke aankoop situatie ongunstig voor u zou zijn. {\\}
Blok prijsmeter
Conditie 4 CV Rat wel
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt omschreven op
basis van een aantal karaktereigenschappen van het product.
Wij willen u vragen te bedenken wat u {\b}maximaal{\\} voor het product over heeft, dus zorgvuldig af te
wegen wat de hoogste prijs zou zijn die u wilt betalen. Boven deze prijs neemt u de aanschaf van het
product dus niet langer in overweging.
Het is aan te raden dat u na het bekijken van de product omschrijving belangrijke product eigenschappen
voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het bepalen van uw maximale prijs.
[…]
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{\b}Zorg niet teveel betaalt, omdat dat bij een daadwerkelijke aankoop situatie ongunstig voor u zou zijn. {\\}
Stelt u zich voor dat u van ons een aankoop {\b}budget{\\} ontvangt van {\b}€ 5,-.{\\}
Met dit geld moet u het product betalen, u kunt dus {\i}niet meer uitgeven dan € 5,- per aankoop,
de rest van het geld houdt u zelf{\\}.
Blok prijsmeter
Conditie 5 CV Fun geen
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst omschreven,
op basis van een aantal karaktereigenschappen van het product.
Wij willen u vragen te bedenken wat u {\b}maximaal{\\} voor het product over heeft. Boven deze prijs neemt u
de aanschaf van het product dus niet langer in overweging.
Het is aan te raden dat u na het bekijken van de product omschrijving belangrijke product eigenschappen
voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het bepalen van uw maximale prijs.
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst omschreven,
op basis van een aantal karaktereigenschappen van het product.
Wij willen u vragen te bedenken wat u {\b}maximaal{\\} voor het product over heeft. Boven deze prijs neemt u
de aanschaf van het product dus niet langer in overweging.
Het is aan te raden dat u na het bekijken van de product omschrijving belangrijke product eigenschappen
voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het bepalen van uw maximale prijs.
Blok prijsmeter
Conditie 6 CV Fun wel
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst omschreven,
op basis van een aantal karaktereigenschappen van het product.
Wij willen u vragen te bedenken wat u {\b}maximaal{\\} voor het product over heeft. Boven deze prijs neemt u
de aanschaf van het product dus niet langer in overweging.
Het is aan te raden dat u na het bekijken van de product omschrijving belangrijke product eigenschappen
voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het bepalen van uw maximale prijs.
[…]
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Stelt u zich voor dat u van ons een aankoop {\b}budget{\\} ontvangt van {\b}€ 5,-.{\\}
Met dit geld moet u het product betalen, u kunt dus {\i}niet meer uitgeven dan € 5,- per aankoop,
de rest van het geld houdt u zelf{\\}.
Blok prijsmeter
Conditie 7 : 111 – 135 CBC Int geen
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4 producten
te zien.
Voor elke set van 4 producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest, tegen bijbehorende
prijs, of geen van de 4 kiest.
Kies steeds wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van de 4 producten of geen. Leest u alstublieft
eerst alle antwoord mogelijkheden door, voordat u uw keuze maakt.
Het is de bedoeling dat u de vragen invult op basis van uw {\b}eerste indruk{\\}.
{\b}Let op{\\}, u krijgt {\b}5 keer{\\} achter elkaar een groep van 4 producten te zien.
[…]
Het gaat om een {\b}beker koffie{\\}, bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}.
Q Kies wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is{\b}, een van de 4 bekers koffie of geen.{\\} Het is de
bedoeling dat u de vraag invult op basis van {\b}uw eerste indruk.{\\}
1=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie {\n} Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n} Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n} Via zelfbediening {\n} Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
2=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
3=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Iemand bereidt de koffie voor u{\n}Prijs € 1,50{\n}{\n}
4=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n}Met keurmerk duurzame teelt en
eerlijke handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,75{\n}{\n}
5=Geen van allen

Conditie 8 : 211 – 235 CBC Int wel
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4 producten
te zien.
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Voor elke set van 4 producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest, tegen bijbehorende
prijs, of geen van de 4 kiest.
Kies steeds wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van de 4 producten of geen. Leest u alstublieft
eerst alle antwoord mogelijkheden door, voordat u uw keuze maakt.
Het is de bedoeling dat u de vragen invult op basis van uw {\b}eerste indruk{\\}.
{\b}Let op{\\}, u krijgt {\b}5 keer{\\} achter elkaar een groep van 4 producten te zien.
[…]
Stelt u zich voor dat u van ons een aankoop {\b}budget{\\} ontvangt van {\b}€ 5,-.{\\}
Met dit geld moet u het product betalen, u kunt dus {\i}niet meer uitgeven dan € 5,- per aankoop,
de rest van het geld houdt u zelf{\\}.
Q Het gaat om een {\b}beker koffie{\\}, bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}.
Uw {\i}aankoopbudget is € 5,- {\\}
Kies wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is{\b}, een van de 4 bekers koffie of geen.{\\} Het is de
bedoeling dat u de vraag invult op basis van {\b}uw eerste indruk.{\\}
1=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie {\n} Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n} Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n} Via zelfbediening {\n} Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
2=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
3=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Iemand bereidt de koffie voor u{\n}Prijs € 1,50{\n}{\n}
4=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n}Met keurmerk duurzame teelt en
eerlijke handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,75{\n}{\n}
5=Geen van allen
Conditie 9 : 311 – 335 CBC Rat geen
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4 producten
te zien.
De producten onderscheiden zich op basis van karaktereigenschappen van het product. Voor elke set van 4
producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest, tegen bijbehorende prijs, of geen van de
4 kiest.
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Het is aan te raden dat u belangrijke product eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te
werk gaat in het maken van uw keuze. Kies steeds voor wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van
de vier producten, of geen.
Leest u alstublieft eerst alle antwoord mogelijkheden door, voordat u uw keuze maakt.
Zorgt u ervoor dat u {\b}niet teveel betaalt{\\}, omdat dit bij een daadwerkelijke aankoopsituatie ongunstig
voor u zou zijn.
{\b}Let op{\\}, u krijgt {\b}5 keer{\\} achter elkaar een groep van 4 producten te zien.
[…]
Q Het gaat om een {\b}beker koffie{\\}, bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}.
Kies wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is{\b}, een van de 4 bekers koffie of geen.{\\}
Zorgt u ervoor dat u {\b}niet teveel betaalt{\\}, omdat dit bij een daadwerkelijke aankoopsituatie ongunstig
voor u zou zijn.
1=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie {\n} Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n} Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n} Via zelfbediening {\n} Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
2=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
3=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Iemand bereidt de koffie voor u{\n}Prijs € 1,50{\n}{\n}
4=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n}Met keurmerk duurzame teelt en
eerlijke handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,75{\n}{\n}
5=Geen van allen
Conditie 10 : 411 – 435 CBC Rat wel
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4 producten
te zien.
De producten onderscheiden zich op basis van karaktereigenschappen van het product. Voor elke set van 4
producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest, tegen bijbehorende prijs, of geen van de
4 kiest.
Het is aan te raden dat u belangrijke product eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te
werk gaat in het maken van uw keuze. Kies steeds voor wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van
de vier producten, of geen.
Leest u alstublieft eerst alle antwoord mogelijkheden door, voordat u uw keuze maakt.
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Zorgt u ervoor dat u {\b}niet teveel betaalt{\\}, omdat dit bij een daadwerkelijke aankoopsituatie ongunstig
voor u zou zijn.
{\b}Let op{\\}, u krijgt {\b}5 keer{\\} achter elkaar een groep van 4 producten te zien.
[…]
Stelt u zich voor dat u van ons een aankoop {\b}budget{\\} ontvangt van {\b}€ 5,-.{\\}
Met dit geld moet u het product betalen, u kunt dus {\i}niet meer uitgeven dan € 5,- per aankoop,
de rest van het geld houdt u zelf{\\}.
[…]
Q Het gaat om een {\b}beker koffie{\\}, bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}.
Uw {\i}aankoopbudget is € 5,- {\\}
Kies wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is{\b}, een van de 4 bekers koffie of geen.{\\}
Zorgt u ervoor dat u {\b}niet teveel betaalt{\\}, omdat dit bij een daadwerkelijke aankoopsituatie ongunstig
voor u zou zijn.
1=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie {\n} Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n} Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n} Via zelfbediening {\n} Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
2=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
3=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Iemand bereidt de koffie voor u{\n}Prijs € 1,50{\n}{\n}
4=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n}Met keurmerk duurzame teelt en
eerlijke handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,75{\n}{\n}
5=Geen van allen

Conditie 11 : 511 – 535 CBC Fun geen
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4 producten
te zien.
De producten onderscheiden zich op basis van karaktereigenschappen van het product. Voor elke set van 4
producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest, tegen bijbehorende prijs, of geen van de
4 kiest.
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Het is aan te raden dat u belangrijke product eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te
werk gaat in het maken van uw keuze. Kies steeds voor wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van
de vier producten, of geen.
Leest u alstublieft eerst alle antwoord mogelijkheden door, voordat u uw keuze maakt.
{\b}Let op{\\}, u krijgt {\b}5 keer{\\} achter elkaar een groep van 4 producten te zien.
[…]
Q Het gaat om een {\b}beker koffie{\\}, bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}.
Kies wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is{\b}, een van de 4 bekers koffie of geen.{\\}
1=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie {\n} Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n} Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n} Via zelfbediening {\n} Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
2=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
3=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Iemand bereidt de koffie voor u{\n}Prijs € 1,50{\n}{\n}
4=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n}Met keurmerk duurzame teelt en
eerlijke handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,75{\n}{\n}
5=Geen van allen

Conditie 12 : 611 – 635 CBC Fun wel
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4 producten
te zien.
De producten onderscheiden zich op basis van karaktereigenschappen van het product. Voor elke set van 4
producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest, tegen bijbehorende prijs, of geen van de
4 kiest.
Het is aan te raden dat u belangrijke product eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te
werk gaat in het maken van uw keuze. Kies steeds voor wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van
de vier producten, of geen.
Leest u alstublieft eerst alle antwoord mogelijkheden door, voordat u uw keuze maakt.
{\b}Let op{\\}, u krijgt {\b}5 keer{\\} achter elkaar een groep van 4 producten te zien.
[…]
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Stelt u zich voor dat u van ons een aankoop {\b}budget{\\} ontvangt van {\b}€ 5,-.{\\}
Met dit geld moet u het product betalen, u kunt dus {\i}niet meer uitgeven dan € 5,- per aankoop,
de rest van het geld houdt u zelf{\\}.
[…]
Q Het gaat om een {\b}beker koffie{\\}, bij een {\b}benzinestation{\\}.
Uw {\i}aankoopbudget is € 5,- {\\}
Kies wat de meest aantrekkelijke optie voor u is{\b}, een van de 4 bekers koffie of geen.{\\}
1=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie {\n} Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n} Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n} Via zelfbediening {\n} Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
2=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,00{\n}{\n}
3=Een beker vers gemalen bonen koffie{\n}Koffie van gemiddelde kwaliteit{\n}Zonder keurmerk teelt en
handel{\n}Iemand bereidt de koffie voor u{\n}Prijs € 1,50{\n}{\n}
4=Een beker kant en klare automaten koffie{\n}Koffie van hoge kwaliteit{\n}Met keurmerk duurzame teelt en
eerlijke handel{\n}Via zelfbediening{\n}Prijs € 1,75{\n}{\n}
5=Geen van allen
Algemene slotvragen + Manipulatiecheck
Prijsimago
Hieronder staan een aantal stellingen over aspecten die consumenten belangrijk vinden bij het maken van
hun keuze voor een kop koffie.
Dit kan per locatie verschillen.
Q {\b}Bij welke van de onderstaande lunchlocaties vindt u de aangegeven aspecten belangrijk bij het maken
van uw eigen keuzes?{\\}
{\i}U kunt per stelling meerdere locaties aanvinken.{\\}
{Willekeurige volgorde}
Hier let ik goed op de prijzen van een kop koffie
Hier kies ik meestal vanuit impuls/bedenk ik ter plekke om iets te kopen
Hier wil ik veel keuze aan soorten koffie hebben
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Hier kies ik waar voor mijn geld; prijs is belangrijk voor het maken van mijn keuze of ik een kop koffie koop
Hier speelt prijs een ondergeschikte rol bij de keuze of ik een kop koffie koop
Hier let ik op acties en aanbiedingen
{Antwoordopties}
1=Benzinestation
2=Fastfood Restaurant (kop koffie onderweg)
3=Plaatselijke Horeca (kop koffie onderweg)
4=Geen van deze
Prijsimago locaties
Hieronder staan een aantal stellingen over aspecten die consumenten belangrijk vinden bij het maken van
hun keuze voor een kop koffie.
Dit kan per locatie verschillen.
Q {\b}Bij welke van de onderstaande lunchlocaties vindt u de aangegeven aspecten belangrijk bij het maken
van uw eigen keuzes?{\\}
{\i}U kunt per stelling meerdere locaties aanvinken.{\\}
{Willekeurige volgorde}
Goede kwaliteit voor de koffie
Er zijn aantrekkelijke acties en aanbiedingen voor koffie
Hier krijg je waar voor je geld
Biedt veel keuze aan soorten koffie
Hier betaal je een reële, eerlijke prijs voor de kop koffie
Hier besteed je vaak meer dan van tevoren de bedoeling is, aan een kop koffie
{Antwoordopties}
1=Benzinestation
2=Fastfood Restaurant (kop koffie onderweg)
3=Plaatselijke Horeca (kop koffie onderweg)
4=Geen van deze
Prijsimago algemeen
{\b}Wat vindt/denkt u van het prijsniveau in het algemeen van onderstaande locaties?
{\\}{\i}Geef per locatie een antwoord.{\\}
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Een kop koffie is hier...
Benzinestation (kop koffie onderweg)
Fastfood Restaurant (kop koffie onderweg)
Plaatselijke Horeca (kop koffie onderweg)
{Antwoordopties}
1=Te duur
2=Duur
3=Neutraal
4=Goedkoop
5=Te goedkoop
Manipulatiecheck instructies, rationeel versus intuïtief
De volgende vragen gaan over het maken van uw keuze voor de prijs van de koffie {\b}in dit onderzoek.{\\}
Ik heb zorgvuldig nagedacht bij het bepalen van de prijs voor de koffie
Ik ben door de tekst gestimuleerd mijn prijs voor de koffie zorgvuldig te overwegen
Door goed na te denken bepaal ik een betere prijs voor de koffie
Ik heb een prijs bepaald waarbij ik me goed voelde
Ik ben door de tekst gestimuleerd mijn gevoel te volgen bij het bepalen van de prijs voor de koffie
Door de prijs voor de koffie te kiezen op basis van mijn eerste indruk, los ik het keuze probleem goed op
{Antwoordopties}
1=1 Helemaal oneens
2=2 Oneens
3=3 Beetje oneens
4=4 Neutraal
5=5 Beetje eens
6=6 Eens
7=7 Helemaal eens
Gebruik koffie {deze vragen ontvangen alleen de respondenten die op vraag 2 hebben aangegeven wel
eens koffie in een benzinestation te gebruiken}
Q Welk(e) koffiesoort(en) drinkt u doorgaans bij een benzinestation?
{Antwoordopties}
1=Gewone koffie (koffie zwart, koffie met melk en/of suiker)
2=Koffie met een cremelaagje
3=Cafeïnevrije koffie
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4=Espresso
5=Cappuccino
6=Café-au-lait
7=Latte Macchiato
8=Andere soort koffie
Q {\b}Vindt u het belangrijk dat de koffie bij een benzinestation van een bekend merk is of vindt u het merk
onbelangrijk? {\\}
{\i}Kies het best passende antwoord, ook al koopt u een product zelden/nooit.{\\}

{\b}Mijn koffie in een benzinestation heb ik het liefst van:{\\}
{\b}{\\}
{Antwoordopties}
1=Bekend merk van thuis/supermarkt
2=Speciaal merk voor de horeca, niet in de supermarkt verkrijgbaar
3=Merk is onbelangrijk
Respondentkenmerken
Tot slot willen we u een aantal vragen stellen over u zelf.
Q Wat is uw geslacht?
{Antwoordopties}
1=Vrouw
2=Man
Q In welk jaar bent u geboren?
{Antwoordopties}
1=voor 1913
2=1913
3=1914
[…]
88=1999
89=2000
90=Na 2000
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Q Beschikt u over een auto?
{Antwoordopties}
1=Ja
2=Af en toe
3=Nee
EINDE
{\b}Dit was de vragenlijst. Bedankt voor het invullen. {\\}
U heeft deelgenomen aan een onderzoek over hoe prijzen op een juiste manier kunnen worden bepaald.
De informatie die dit oplevert stelt ons in staat in de toekomst beter en preciezer onderzoek te doen naar
prijzen.
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Appendix C – Manipulations of instructions (Dutch)
Intuitive instructions
CV - Dutch
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst
omschreven, waarna u kunt aangeven wat u voor het product wilt betalen. We zijn op zoek naar uw
maximale prijs.
Het is de bedoeling dat u de vragen invult op basis van uw eerste indruk.
CBC - Dutch
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4
producten te zien. Voor elke set van 4 producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de
producten kiest, tegen bijbehorende prijs, of geen van de 4 kiest. Kies steeds wat de meest
aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van de 4 producten of geen.
Het is de bedoeling dat u de vragen invult op basis van uw eerste indruk.
Rational instructions
CV - Dutch
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst
omschreven, op basis van een aantal karaktereigenschappen van het product. Wij willen u vragen te
bedenken wat u maximaal voor het product over heeft, dus zorgvuldig af te wegen wat de hoogste
prijs zou zijn die u wilt betalen. Boven deze prijs neemt u de aanschaf van het product dus niet
langer in overweging.
Het is aan te raden dat u na het bekijken van de product omschrijving belangrijke product
eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het bepalen van uw
maximale prijs. Zodat u niet teveel betaalt, omdat dat bij een daadwerkelijke aankoop situatie
ongunstig voor u zou zijn.
CBC - Dutch
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4
producten te zien. De producten onderscheiden zich op basis van karaktereigenschappen van het
product. Voor elke set van 4 producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest,
tegen bijbehorende prijs, of geen van de 4 kiest.
Het is aan te raden dat u belangrijke product eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens
zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het maken van uw keuze. Kies steeds voor wat de meest
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aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van de vier producten, of geen. Zorgt u ervoor dat u niet
teveel betaalt, omdat dit bij een daadwerkelijke aankoopsituatie ongunstig voor u zou zijn.
Functional instructions
CV - Dutch
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. Het product wordt eerst
omschreven, op basis van een aantal karaktereigenschappen van het product. Wij willen u vragen te
bedenken wat u maximaal voor het product over heeft. Boven deze prijs neemt u de aanschaf van
het product dus niet langer in overweging.
Het is aan te raden dat u na het bekijken van de product omschrijving belangrijke product
eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het bepalen van uw
maximale prijs.
CBC - Dutch
Zometeen ziet u een aantal vragen over prijsbepaling van een product. U krijgt 5 groepjes van 4
producten te zien. De producten onderscheiden zich op basis van karaktereigenschappen van het
product. Voor elke set van 4 producten moet u zich voorstellen dat u een van de producten kiest,
tegen bijbehorende prijs, of geen van de 4 kiest.
Het is aan te raden dat u belangrijke product eigenschappen voor uzelf bepaalt en vervolgens
zorgvuldig te werk gaat in het maken van uw keuze. Kies steeds voor wat de meest
aantrekkelijke optie voor u is, een van de vier producten, of geen.
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Appendix D – Syntax for Cox Regression

USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(maincond = 1).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'maincond = 1 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE.
COXREG var_t
/STATUS=choice(1)
/STRATA=set
/METHOD=ENTER prep qual label service no_choice pabs
/PRINT=CI(95)
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) ITERATE(20).
EXECUTE.

USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(maincond = 2).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'maincond = 2 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE.
COXREG var_t
/STATUS=choice(1)
/STRATA=set
/METHOD=ENTER prep qual label service no_choice pabs
/PRINT=CI(95)
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) ITERATE(20).
EXECUTE.

USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(maincond = 3).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'maincond = 3 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE.
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COXREG var_t
/STATUS=choice(1)
/STRATA=set
/METHOD=ENTER prep qual label service no_choice pabs
/PRINT=CI(95)
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) ITERATE(20).
EXECUTE.

USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(maincond = 4).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'maincond = 4 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE.
COXREG var_t
/STATUS=choice(1)
/STRATA=set
/METHOD=ENTER prep qual label service no_choice pabs
/PRINT=CI(95)
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) ITERATE(20).
EXECUTE.

USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(maincond = 5).
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'maincond = 5 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE.
COXREG var_t
/STATUS=choice(1)
/STRATA=set
/METHOD=ENTER prep qual label service no_choice pabs
/PRINT=CI(95)
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) ITERATE(20).
EXECUTE.

USE ALL.
COMPUTE filter_$=(maincond = 6).
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VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'maincond = 6 (FILTER)'.
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'.
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0).
FILTER BY filter_$.
EXECUTE.
COXREG var_t
/STATUS=choice(1)
/STRATA=set
/METHOD=ENTER prep qual label service no_choice pabs
/PRINT=CI(95)
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) ITERATE(20).
EXECUTE.
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